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Lights out! the humdrum ceases, all is quiet throughout the
place,
Ev'ry one is set for slumber in their own allotted space.
Yet a long way off is slumber, mind is stronger than the heart,
Ev'ry one that wears a number, lives a lifetime "after dark."
Thoughts go back to happy childhood when the heart and soul
were free,
Dreaming dreams down in the wildwood just as happy as could
be,
Roaming roads to love and romance, ah! there still remains a
spark,
For the finer things come dancing in your mem'ry, "after dark."
Come the thoughts of Home and Mother, and the ones we love
so dear,
And our hearts just seem to smother as we brush away a tear,
Some have thoughts of wife and baby, others of a true sweetheart,
Burning like the coals of Hades in our mem'ry "after dark."
Comes at last the peaceful shadow of the sandman passing by.
Waves his magic wand above us, closing lids of tired eye,
Not before the weary trav'ler lives life over grim and stark,
Fought and won a mental battle in the hours "after dark."
The above verse was written by an inmate of London, Ohio, Prison
F a r m and submitted by John Payne, Spring-field, O.
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Farewell Services for Relief Workers
In the past several weeks farewell services
for relief workers have been held rather
frequently at the M. C. C. Headquarters at
Akron. At the time of the daily devotional
period, on the morning of December 28, a
farewell service was held for Grace Kauffman, nurse appointed for the Puerto Rico
Unit. Miss Kauff man testified to the definiteness of her conviction for the work she
was entering.
Sunday afternoon, January 2, farewell
services were held for four out-going relief
workers. Glen Miller of Goshen, Indiana,
who is leaving for a year's service in England expressed his concern for the work of
the church in our times. Sara Histand of
Doylestown, Pa., who has been appointed
to assist in the hospital work in Paraguay,
and who, upon arrival in Ascunsion, will
become Mrs. Vernon Schmidt, spoke of her
interest in the work. Mr. and Mrs. Willard Smith of Goshen, Indiana, are also appointed for Paraguay where Brother Smith
will be director of M. C. C. interests for a
period of two years. Brother Smith spoke
of his desire to do relief work ever since
World War I. Mrs. Smith is a sister to
C. L. and J. D. Graber who are also working in the interests of M. C. C.
Gratitude for Songbooks
Letters of appreciation have been received from German war prisoners for the
German Christmas songbooks printed and
distributed by the M.C.C. Typical of the
letters is the following: "In behalf of my
comrades, the German Prisoners of War, in
Camp Masey, Texas, we wish to thank you
for sending us the German Christmas songbooks. We enjoyed the books very much."
Philadelphia Research Center
A busy place in Philadelphia is the Research Center located at 4035 Spruce
Street. The building at this place has
been set aside by the Peace Church Service
Committees for research in connection with
their relief programs. M. C. Lehman has
his office at this place from which he contacts C. P. S. Relief Training Units at Duke
University Hospital, Durham, North Carolina; Howard, Rhode Island; and Polk
County, Florida.
Brother Lehman provides instruction and study materials for
these units. Carl Kreider from Goshen
College has the same responsibility in connection with the training- units pt Ypsilanti, Michigan, and Alexian Brothers
Hospital, Chicago, Illinois.
In addition to his work with the relief
training units, Brother Lehman is preparing a booklet on the history, program and
philosophy of M.C.C. as a relief agency.
John E. Bender of the same office is preparing an area study booklet on Paraguay.
These booklets are to be used in relief
training.
Robert Kreider Back Home
Robert Kreider is again safe at home with
the M.C.C. family at Akron. He sailed from
New York in June of this year as a member
of the China Unit but was asked to return
home when the unit was disbanded. He had
already reached Durban, South Africa, and
engaged in hospital service there until October 13. Among his stops on the way home
were Rio de Janerio, Dutch Guiana and Trindad. He arrived at New Orleans December
12, and at Akron, December 18. All the
members of the China Unit have arrived in
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past several weeks due to a few cases of
scarlet fever in the camp. About half a
dozen men are sick and all the cases are
light.
camps have not been immune from
this country except one who is expected to theThe
influenza epidemic. Coloarrive in the next few weeks. Robert will radonation-wide
Springs reports that as high as twenty
again be employed in the Akron Office.
men at one time were confined to their
War Prisoner Contacted
The German Mennonite war prisoner, beds.
Hans Schneble, was contacted by J. M. Mental Hygiene Official Reports on C. O.'s
Regier, Cornelius Krahn and John A. Ewert.
in Hospitals
This prisoner had seen the name of M.C.C.
Dr. George S. Stevenson, Executive Secon a devotional booklet and had written to retary for the National Committee for
Akron asking for a visit. He is interned at Mental Hygiene, declared, according to an
Camp Phillips, Salina, Kansas. In a report article in January 4, New York Times, that
of his visit Brother Regier says,
"C. O.'s are among the most reliable work"On our return to Capt. Wickliff's ofers ever employed in mental institutions.
fice we found Hans Schneble waiting .„ They have a definite, sympathetic feeling
for us. As soon as he saw Dr. Krahn
for people under their care."
he said, 'Ich kenne sie' (I know you).
Dairy Herd Improvement Units
They had been at the some conference
Dairy
Herd Improvement Units in Pennat Danzig one time. We visited with
sylvania and Michigan will be increased by
him for about 20 minutes in the presseven and eight men respectively. C. P. S.
ence of two officers, the corporal being
men serving in these units have been doing
the interpreter, but of course we did not
a good job and as a whole are pleased
need his services. Schneble seems to be
with the opportunity to do this type of
a man of about 30 years, is married, but
work.
has no children. The prisoners can write
letters and receive them, but everyPEACE SECTION NOTES
thing is first censored. His address
"What
If
They Say . . . ? "
would be as follows: Hans Schneble,
"The Bible contains contradictory teachPrisoner of War Camp, Co. # 6 , Camp
ings on the matter of war and nonresisPhillips, Kansas. In charge of the Distance". "The Sermon on the Mount is not
trict Postal Censor, 252 Seventh Ave.,
intended for Christians today."
"Jesus'
New York City."
teachings on nonresistance are limited to
C. P. S. CAMPS
personal relations." "According to Romans
Selective Service Notified
13:1-7 and I Peter 2:13-17, Christians should
The agencies administering C. P. S. have submit to government and render military
finally notified Selective Service that they service." "Nonresistant people are paraare willing to continue the program for an- sites on society who return nothing for
other year. Mennonite Central Committee what society gives them."
and Brethren Service Committee had made
These statements and fifty others that
the decision in October, but The American the nonresistant Christian must be prepared
Friends Service Committee was doubtful as to answer are answered in the booklet,
to whether they should continue or not, and "Must Christians F i g h t ? " published by the
the final commitment was delayed for two Peace Section of the Mennonite Central
Committee. The booklet may be obtained
months.
by ordering from Christian Light Press,
Canning and Drying Project
301 N. Elm Street, Nappanee, Indiana, or
A preliminary report of the canning and Elizabethtown, Pennsylvania.
Price $.20
drying project for C.P.S. camps places the per copy, $.15 each for ten to one hundred
total quarts canned well over 168,000. This copies, and $.10 per copy for orders of a
total does not include quantities taken di- hundred or more.
rectly to the camps, but only the food handled in the collection centers. Bv this time
almost all of the food is stored in the camp
pantries.
The Masterpiece
Methodists to Administer Two Camps
The Commission on World Peace of the In majesty, He hath created all!
Methodist Church has been authorized to adThe starry heavens, and the glorious
minister two units for their own C. P. S.
earth;
men. One of these units will be at the State
The seas, that roll tumultuously
from
Hospital at Cherokee, Iowa, and the other
birth;
an Agriculture College Unit in Tennessee.
This is the beginning of a policy to have The mountains, echoing the thunder's call.
churches other than the peace group ad- With trees, He wraps the earth, as with a
minister units for their own men.
shawl.
New Medical and Dental Policy Set Up
The roaring winds, that rage all at a
for C. P. S. Men
breath;
. The extension of the C. P. S. program
The blazing sun, without which would be
well into the third year for a number of
death;
men in the camps has necessitated a change
in the policy of M. C. C. relative to medical All these are His! On us, they never pall!
and dental needs of the campers.
With beauty rare, He fashioneth
the
Beginning with the second year of a
flower;
camper's stay in C. P. S-, the M. C. C. will
The sweetest song, He gives unto the
provide all necessary medical and surgical
bird;
care including necessary hospitalization; a
semi-annual dental examination; payment The pearly dewdrops cling to every bower;
of all necessary dental care costs, but notIn everything, His gentle voice is heard;
exceeding $20.00 annually as the M. C. C.
But soul—the crowning masterpiece of
portion.
God
Quarantine on California Camp
the
C. P. S. Camp No. 35, North Fork, Cali- Will rise to heights unknown—above
sod!—Lillian R. Bradford.
fornia, has been under quarantine for the
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But have we any less a date with destiny? Perhaps we do not think of it in
those terms, but all of life is a succession
of such dates. Truly we have a date with
destiny.
As a nation we are keeping such a date.
In this hour of national emergency we are
much more conscious of the hand of destiny which is shaping our future. We are
living at such a high tempo, moving at
such tremendous speed, that we cover the
same distances, and pass through the same
historical cycles in a fraction of the time
which was formerly needed to formulate
the destiny of a nation. Centuries are being compressed into years, and years into
hours. Our attention is peculiarly focused on the swift moving events which
are shaping our destiny in this hour, And
yet, the "dates with destiny on the battlefield are but the result of former dates
which have determined the present crisis.
Pearl Harbor, Bataan. and Guadalcanal,
Bizerte, Salerno and Dunkirk are but the
result of national policies adopted in years
gone by.
As individuals, we have constantly recurring dates with destiny. A momentous
decision looms in our life—a decision
which may determine the entire future
course of our years. It may be a change
of employment. It may be a choice of life
partners. It may be the summons to a life
of full-time service in consecration to the
will of God. Moments loom as large as
years when they form the pivotal point of
a life. Those moments peculiarly focus
our attention and in a unique sense are
dates with destiny.
But in the final analysis, do they determine the course of years any more than
the routine responses to the daily duties?
Are those outstanding moments of destiny
actually ultimately determinative of all the
course of the future? In a certain sense
they are. And yet those moments are the
result of the obscure and often forgotten
decisions which led to the larger opportunities. The monotonous routine of everyday responses formed the foundation for
the crowning stone. Innumerable lesser
currents combined to form the gulf-stream
which moves with such irresistible sweep
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Absurdity and Consistency
In Dress

Dates With Destiny
POPULAR magazine a number of
months ago carried a page of photographs of young service men from the
various branches of the armed forces. The
caption of the page was this: "We Have a
Date With Destiny." The cool look of
confidence on the faces of the boys could
not but impress those who looked at them.
Surely, they did have a date with destiny
—a destiny which was hidden at least in
part from them.
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E. E. Shelhamer
through the ocean of our days.
It is of supreme importance, then that
we recognize the date we have with destiny, not only on the few outstanding
occasions, but even more in the everyday
routine of duties. Heroes are not made in
a crisis. They are made long before the
crisis comes. Then when the moment of
supreme test arrives they respond as heroes. Men are not catapulted into positions
of responsibility by one full stroke of
destiny. If they are, the chances are strong
against their being able to meet the expectations of the hour. Long years of preparation, often in the crucible of severe
trial, are essential for the larger utilization of the moment when opportunity
stands with her greater largess at our door.
The emphasis is too often laid so exclusively on the unusual experiences in
life, that we forget or ignore the long
succession of little experiences which determine and lead to the more notable and
strategic points of life. Without proper
responses to the little things in everyday
experience, we cannot expect or hope to be
able to make the proper responses to the
unusual and heroic.
Then let us recognize our date with
destiny in this present moment. Let us
recognize that this hour might be our last
hour, thus becoming truly an hour of eternal destiny. But beyond that, let us realize the importance of the lesser currents
of thought, of feeling, and of action in the
great on-rolling stream of the years. That
choice, seemingly of little importance to
us now, may be the determining factor in
future choices which will affect the whole
course of our lives. We are in the presence
of eternity constantly. We have a date
with destiny hourly. We determine an indefinite future and the fulness of immortality itself in the unnoticed and sometimes
almost subconscious choices of every day.
No moment is unimportant. No experience is insignificant, in the dawning light
of eternal days. Our date with destiny is
now.

An Aim
/ / you can't be a pine on the top of a hill,
Be a scrub in the valley—but be
The best little scrub by the side of the rill;
Be a bush if you can't be a tree.
If you cant be a highway then just be a
trail,
If you can't be the sun, be a star;
It isn't by size that you win or you fail—
Be the best of whatever you are.—Sel.

The woman shall not wear that which
pertaineth unto a man, neither shall a man
put on a woman's garment: for all that
do so are abomination unto the Lord thy
God." Deut. 22:5.
"If a woman have long hair, it is a
glory to her: for her hair is given her for
a covering." 1 Cor. 2:15.
History repeats itself. The decline and
faTY of every great nation has been preceded by the immodesty and immorality
of its womanhood. If this be true, what
will be the end of America? At the rate
we are going what kind of flapper-mothers and demon-possessed offspring will we
behold in the next generation?
It seems that the mothers of today are
in league with Satan to damn their own
little girls. Why don't they expose the
arms and legs of their little boys?
Because the devil well knows that the most
successful way to damn a race is through
the female sex. These blind-folded mothers are doing their best to make prostitutes
out of their innocent little girlies. What a
fearful harvest awaits them!
What policemen think. True, men are
to blame for their beastliness. But things
are getting serious when Chicago police
declare it is hard to enforce the curfew
law for girls under sixteen. They say it
is difficult to tell who are grandmothers
and who are girls when it comes to bobbed
hair, short skirts and rolled stockings.
A Los Angeles policeman declared he
witnessed four serious accidents inside of
two weeks: Women walking the streets
were so exposed that men in autos could
not resist looking at them, and, as a result,
crashed into telephone poles and other
cars ahead of them.
Hear what Dr. Lichtenstein of the Tombs
Prison, New York, says. He has seen in
twelve years 170,000 prisoners pass over
the "Bridge of Sighs," and he ought to
know.
"The so-called crimes of passion are increasingly alarming and will continue to
do so, in my opinion, until the principal
cause is eliminated. This, it seems to me,
is the present style of dress, which to say
the least, is immodest. Rolled stockings
and similar styles have a direct bearing
upon crime incitation, no matter how innocent the wearer may be."—John Three
Sixteen.
" 'Behold the Lamb of God that taketh
away the SIN of the world', not the SINS
of the world. He came not to deal with
the result of sin, but the cause of sins,
which is sin."

<
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WE'VE GOT TO PRODUCE
H. W. Buckwalter

C

ITY mission work is not always drab.
There is the pathetic, humorous, and
even tragic, and there is the discouraging
and the encouraging time. As to the discouraging, men are not eager to hear the
gospel. These times of plenty of work
and big money tend to make men feel
self-sufficient and to have little thought of
God and their need of Him in their lives,
which accounts for the poor attendance at
the missions. But mission work is not a
wholesale business anyhow. Hand picked
fruit is always the best—when one Christian goes' out and wins one other person to
Christ is the Divine plan. It is the Andrews who bring the Nathaniels to Christ
that counts.
In this work one can expect almost anything, especially where the saloons are so
plentiful, and always plenty full.
The
product of these places is much in evidence
on the streets. The other day while working at the mission hall we noticed, just a
few doors away, a pair of feet on the sidewalk sticking out from the, doorway of a
vacant store. Upon investigation, there
lav a man sound asleep. Poor fellow, he
could make it no farther—until the patrol
-wagon took pity on him and hauled him
in where he could finish his sleep away
from the passing throngs!
The first Sunday night service we had in
224 Sixth St. a white-haired, well-dressed
man kept holding up his hand in the song
service, then suddenly came forward and
laid a quarter dollar on the pulpit and
took his seat again. During the testimony
service he arose and said, "This mission
must go on, but we've got to produce."
Then grabbing one brother by the shoulder, he said, "You haven't given anything,
you've got to produce. I tell you, men,
this mission must go on, but we must produce. I tell you, men, we've got to produce." In due time it was announced that
all would have an opportunity to "produce" while the offering plate was passed.
And after the offering the man said, "I
made them produce."

•

•

salesman may not always make a sale, but
watch him while he tries all his different
ways to persuade his prospective customer
to sign on the dotted line. He must produce or lose his job. We have the best
commodity on earth, and we should lose no
opportunity to persuade men to accept the
free offer of God's love in Christ Jesus.
They say that most people are very sensitive when it comes to their pocket-book.
The Holy Spirit in II Cor. 8:1-6 gives ifs'
the proper approach to this subject in telling how the Macedonian Christians reacted in the matter of finances. "They
first gave their own selves to the Lord,
and unto us by the will of God." That is
why they, in their "deep poverty abounded
unto the riches of their liberality", and
went "beyond their power", for they were
"willing of themselves." Whenever you
find people who "first give themselves to
the Lord", you will find people who are
liberal givers to the work of the Lord.
"I tell you, men, we've got to produce."
rwwwwwwww

If You Knew
Many an aching heart is hiding
'Neath a laughing, smiling face;
Which a word from you might gladden
And its sorrow from it chase;
But, instead, tears hot and scalding
To the suff'rers' eyes you drew
By rebukes, kindly
intended,
Just because you never knew.
In your midst a life knows anguish,
Who, if now the lips would speak;
They would beg for love and friendship,
Which he is too proud to seek,
But, alas! In thoughtless
jesting,
Jokes, like husks, to him you've thrown
You'd have spoken words of comfort,
Which he craved—if you had known.
If we knew the fearful heartache,
Hidden 'neath a smiling face,
If in tones of joy and laughter,
Notes of sadness we could trace;
If we knew that life's bright flowers,
To the other's life were few;
Would we be so quick to censure,
If the life we really knew?
—Publisher Unknown. .

There is some sound philosophy in this
even if there is a touch of humor in it.
Money was never so cheap as it is today.
And the opportunities to use it wisely to
build up the kingdom of God were never
so great as now. And the responsibility
was never so grave as right now. "But
I tell you, we've got to produce."
We have no right to be called Christian
The Deep Things Of God
if we do not "produce." Our churches
and missions have no excuse to exist if
Regina Coup
we do not "produce."
"Herein is my
"For the Spirit searcheth all things, yea
Father glorified, that ye bear much fruit."
It is true, we cannot compel men to enter the deep things of God." I Cor. 2:10-12.
the kingdom of God, but have we done One of the most common things in reliour best at trying to persuade them.
A gious life is for Christian men and women
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to become so grossly involved in this old
world and its affairs in both thought and
deed as to lose their interest in things eternal. Isaiah said "Eye hath not seen nor
ear heard". There are things far deeper
than the things we see or hear.
If we enter into the fellowship of His
suffering, we will have to go through deeper suffering, Our prayers will go deeper,
where the deepest prayer is sometimes
only a sigh or a sob. Many beginners are
more worthy than those in mature life. I
was watching the sunset the other evening.
I noticed there were clouds gathering on
the horizon; black clouds, blue clouds,
white clouds, clouds of gold, from the
glow of the sun. Never had I seen so
many and so varied clouds at one time.
They were all beautiful in their place. All
of us at some time or other will have
clouds that will mar our spiritual horizon.
When God made you a believer, He meant
to try you. Christ would not test us if He
did not see the precious ore of Faith mingled in the rocky matrix of our nature.
Sometime we will have to go through such
tests and trials. The heaven will seem
brass and God far away. Our closest
friends will forsake us. But all these will
lead us to the deeper things of God. We
can never know the depths of peace and
divine joy until we have gone into "the
secret place of the most high." After the
sun has gone down the glow will remain
a long time. So Christ will take us to
deeper depths of His love if we want to
go. But many of us are afraid of the
depths. He desires not to dazzle us with
the glow but to establish us in His love.
We find many sad and lonely hearts and
a world of tears. Naomi and Ruth wept
(Ruth 1:9.)
Jacob wept (Gen. 33:4.)
Joseph wept (Gen. 45:2.) Moses wept
(Ex. 2:6.) Jonathan wept (I Sam. 20:41.)
David wept ( I I Sam. 3:32.) Elisha wept
(II Kings 8:11.) Hezekiah wept (Isa. 3 8 :
3.) Peter wept (Matt. 26:75.) John wept
(Rev.5:4.) The disciples wept (Mark 1 6:
10.) Mary wept (John 20:11.) Paul's
friends wept (Acts 20:37.) Even Jesus
wept (John 11:35.)
But the blessed promises are, "Though
weeping may endure for a night, yet joy
cometh in the (Resurrection) morning"
(Psalm 30:5.) Then there shall be no more
crying. (Rev. 21:4.) "For God shall wipe
away all tears from our eyes," (Rev. 7 :
17.) "And the voice of weeping shall be
no more heard. (Isa. 65:19.) "And the
Lord God will wipe away tears from off
all faces." (Isa. 25:8.) Therefore, "They
that sow in tears shall reap in joy."
(Psa. 126:5.)
If you are hiding behind the hypocrite,
that is, if this is your custom, and you
really want to find a good one to hide behind, look in the mirror.
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JOINT - HEIRS
J. H. Byer
" T H E Spirit itself beareth witness with
our spirit, that we are the children
of God: and if children, then heirs; heirs
of God, and joint-heirs with Christ; if so
be that we suffer with him, that we may
be also glorified together." Rom. 8:16,
17.
What marvelous words from the pen of
the inspired Apostle! Here is an undisputable answer to the one who may ask
us how we know we are saved.
What
glorious knowledge to know we are the
children of God! Not children of the
devil any more. God is our Father and
we are His heirs. What a privilege to
have such a rich Father! How is it we
ever dare complain or murmur? "My
God shall supply all your need according
to his riches in glory by Christ Jesus,"
Phil. 4:19. '
This is not all. Thank and praise God!
We are joint-heirs with God's Son, Jesus
Christ. All He has is ours too.
"For
who he did foreknow, he also did predestinate to be conformed to the image of
his Son, that he might be the first born
among many brethren," Rom. 8:29. So He
is our beloved Elder Brother. As such.
Heb. 2 : 1 1 , 12 becomes ours. "For both
he that sa-nctifieth and they who are sanctified are all of one: for which cause he is
not ashamed to call them brethren, saying,
I will declare thv name unto my brethren,
in the midst of the church will I sing
praises unto thee."
At the resurrection when Jesus comes,
even our bodies shall be like His was
after His resurrection. "For our conversation is in heaven; from whence also we
look for the Saviour, the Lord Jesus
Christ: who shall change our vile body,
that it may be fashioned like unto his
glorious body, according to the working
whereby he is able to subdue all things
unto himself." Phil. 3:20, 2 1 . In Luke
24:36-43 we find a clear description of
just what Christ's resurrected glorified
body was like.
There is one condition not mentioned
yet that will be ours if we choose to be
joint heirs with Christ. It is to suffer
with Him. Paul says to Timothy, "If we
suffer, we shall also reign with him: if
we deny him, he also will deny us." We
cannot believe this necessarily means
bodily suffering; were it so, how would
one who always had good health fulfill
the condition? Jesus suffered in spirit
when He was derided, mocked, His name
cast out as evil. They said He had a devil.
Even His own brethren by nature did not
believe in Him. They said, He was beside
Himself—a polite way of sayine He was
crazy. "Yea, all that will live godly in
Christ Jesus shall suffer persecution."
"These things have I spoken unto you that

in me ye might have peace. In the world
ye shall have tribulation: but be of good
cheer, I have overcome the world." John
16:33.

Keep Looking Up
Daniel

Nuhn

Keep looking up, for, in the skies
There is a hope that never dies;
There is a Heart, an unseen Hand,
A Father, in the Glory-land.
Keep looking up, and we shall see
A rainbow where the cloud must be,
A glimpse of Heavevn from afar,
Bright ray of hope, or silver star.
Keep looking up when sore distressed,
When heart grows sad with sorrow pressed,
Discouraged, at the close of day
Tired, weary, 'tis so hard to pray!
Keep looking up, God understands;
We hold Life's torch with trembling hands,
Our vision must be blurred to see
God's plan for all eternity.
Keep looking up; still sing and praise,
And good will follow all thy days
Then, when we reach the Promised Land,
On that bright Morn, we'll understand.
(Bedridden for seventeen years, and
recently bereaved suddenly of his devoted
mother)

Givers Or Getters

T

HERE are two classes of people in the
world. The one class is ever seeking
to get—the other finds greatest delight in
giving. The commodity may not always
be monetary, but this makes no difference,
the principle is the same. In the world
we find that true. Men of business have
gotten to feel that the one thing that
marks a successful business man is the
amount he is able to accumulate for himself. In order to do this it is frequently
considered that it is necessary to get the
edge on the other fellow. Back of the
many strikes of the present time is the
great passion to get. The crime wave is
carried on because of the distorted desire
to get. Politics are kept going to a large
extent by the same backing.
Nor is this distorted passion confined
to the world.
Many people think of
nothing in regard to church and the
service of Christ except to get. Men will
go to a church service after a day of rush-
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i n g and sit dreamily in the audience during the service; then go home complaining
because they didn't get anything. It never
occurred to them that if no one had
brought more into the service than they
did, nothing could have been carried away.
Folks will rush about their business all
week until late Saturday night, sleep until
a late hour on Sunday morning, rush off
hurriedly to church, and then complain
because the service was drier than usual.
They came to get with no thought of giving.
"So also good meaning folks will come
to God for blessings. They have heard that
some one has had a wonderful experience,
followed with great joy and unusual power for God. They desire these blessings
and seek them with all their might, never
stopping to think that if they would get
God's rich blessings they in turn must
give to God. The times of great blessing
and manifestation come after definite presentation of ourselves to God. We must
give ourselves if we would receive God
Himself. There must be a cake for the
Lord first if we would have an unfailing barrel and cruse. A suitable vessel
must be presented if we would have
it filled with the precious oil of Heaven.
"Give, and it shall be given unto you",
is the Divine order.
God gave His
Son for the world because He loved
men, but He will only give that Gift, life
through His Son, to the individual as there
is a giving on our part.
True, salvation is the gift of God. But
it is not an unconditional gift. Unless
there is a giving on the part of man, God
can never give that which He so much
desires. Remember, it is more blessed to
give than to receive. "Give, and it shall
be given unto you; good measure, pressed
down, and shaken together, and running
over, shall men give into your bosom. For
with the same measure that ye mete withal
it shall be measured to you again".—/. A.
R., in The Missionary
Worker.

Trusting God in the dark is something
that the ordinary Christian cannot do. It
takes extraordinary faith to surmount the
trials and difficulties of life. It takes extraordinary faith to keep on shining when
there is nothing to be radiant over. It
takes extraordinary faith to rejoice when
the cupboard is bare, and the flour can is
empty. There is a faith however that will
and that can do it. Let us lay hold on
the faith that is capable of surmounting
all that may come in its way.—R.

"I do not know that I shall live to see a
single convert, but I would not leave my
present field of labor to be made king of
the greatest empire in the world."
—Judson.
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Messiah Home, 2001 Paxton Street, Harrisburg,
Pa., Eld. and Sr. Irvin O. Musser, Steward
and Matron.
Messiah Orphanage, Florin, Pa., Bro. Clarence
W. Herr, Steward, and Sr. Susan Herr,
Matron.
Mt. Carmel Orphanage, Coleta, Illionis, Supt.
and Matron Bro. and Sr. Paul Book.

Beulah College, Upland, California.
Jabbok Bible School, Thomas, Oklahoma.
Messiah Bible College, Grantham, Pa.
Ontario Bible College, Fort Erie North, Ont.

Special Announcements
EVANGELISTIC SLATE
E. J . SWALM, Duntroon, Out., Can.
February—•
Union Grove, Indiana.
Madison Chapel, Indiana.
March—,
Ontario Bible School.
CHARLES W. R I P E , Fayetteville, Pa.
Mt. Rock, Pa.
Jan. 23
GRAYBILL WOLGEMUTH, Mt. Joy, Pa.
Mt. Pleasant, February 27, 1944.
ABNER MARTIN, Elizabethtown, P a .
Cedar Grove, Pa
Feb. 13
MARSHALL WINGER, Ontario, Canada
Altoona, Pa.—Feb. 7.
Grantham, Pa.—Feb. 24-27.
Saxton, Pa.—March 5.
Philadelphia, Pa.—May 7.
BISH. R. I. WITTER, Navarre, Kans.
York Co., P a
Jan. 24-Feb. 6
Upland, Calif., and Chino
March

Spec/a/

Announcement

General Conference F o r 1944
According to t h e General Conference
r u l i n g of 1943, the Board of Directors of
t h e B r e t h r e n in Christ Church—composed
of t h e M o d e r a t o r of General Conference,
t h e General Executive Board, and t h e Gene r a l Conference S e c r e t a r y — m e t t o set t h e
t i m e a n d to declare t h e place for t h e conv e n i n g of General Conference of 1944. This
m e e t i n g w a s held a t t h e Messia h H o m e ,
H a r r i s b u r g , Penna., on J a n u a r y 4, 1944.
After p r a y e r f ul deliberation, it w a s decided t h a t General Conference for 1944 i s
t o convene on t h e Messiah Bible College
c a m p u s . As it w a s last year, it is to be a
r e s t r i c t e d conference. T h e Communion Service will be held on W e d n e s d a y evening,
J u n e 6, 1944. O n T h u r s d a y m o r n i n g J u n e
7th, a t 8:00 a.m. a devotional service will be
conducted, a n d a roll call of t h e General
Church Boards will b e taken. All vacancies
on t h e boards will be supplied, a n d t h e
b o a r d s will b e a s s i g n e d t h e i r respective
places of business.
T h e Business Session of Conference will
begin on t h e s a m e m o r n i n g a t 9:30 o'clock.
After t h e conference s e r m o n is presented,
t h e General Conference o r g a n i z a t i o n will be
effected.
To Pennsylvania Districts
Kindly cooperate with Penna. State Council
and send all Council questions and information
regarding delegates to us a t the earliest possible date. Conditions today require longer
time for printing of Program. Tour cooperation
is therefore solicited. Send to:
John L. Minter
Penna. State Secretary
Shepherdstown, Pa.

" 'Blessed are trie pure in heart, for they
shall see God'—in the Bible, in the Church,
in fellow Christians, for to the pure all
things are pure."
Missionary work was begun by Christ
and must be perpetuated by the church if
the church is to be sustained by divine
power and is to have any traces of the
miraculous in it.—Sel.
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News of Church Activity
Canada
ROSEBANK
Dear Reader of the Ev. Visitor:
"The Lord has done great things for us;
whereof we are glad." Ps. 126:3. We as a
small congregation at Rosebank, Ont., can
truly say that the Lord has been very good
to us, and has blessed the work at this
place. The work at Rosebank has been more
encouraging this, last year than it has been
for some time. We had two revival meetings the past year, and both were blessed of
God. Bro. John Rosenberry held a twoweek's meeting in June, preaching the
Word with power. Souls were saved, believers were sanctified and went on their
way rejoicing. These meetings were held
at Blair, ten miles from Rosebank.
Bro. Rosenberry was called to another
meeting on the third Monday of the meeting, and Bro. Percy Cassel preached the remaining nights, so that we had three weeks
meetings. In October Bro. John Montgomery from Detroit began a three week's
meeting at Rosebank. This meeting was
blessed of God, and many souls received
help. A number of people from other
churches attended the meetings, and expressed their appreciation for the help they
received.
We have Sunday School every Sunday
morning, preaching twice every Sunday, and
Young People's meeting every other Sunday
night. Cottage prayer meetings are held
every Wednesday night. We expect to have
Bro. Kenneth Starr, of Leonard, Mich., to
be with us in a two week's meeting in May.
Let us pray for these services.
One young lady who had been brought up
in a Catholic home, was saved some time
ago and was taken into the Church in September. Let us be in prayer for her. Bro.
Percy Cassel moved into the district last
spring, and his ministry has been blessed
of God. May God continue to use him in
the salvation of souls and the establishing
of believers. We are somewhat isolated and
it is not very often that ministering brethren visit us. However, when they do come,
we are always glad for their visits. May
we have more of them.
Yours in Jesus' Name,
P. J. Wiebe.
HOUGHTON MISSION
Greetings in the Blessed Name of our
Lord.
Two auto loads from here attended the
Cheapside Love Feast. We enjoyed the
fellowship of saints at that place, along
with other visiting brethren who were present.
"In the midst of life we are in death."
This quotation was verified very vividly to
us during the past quarter in the passing
of two of our attendants here, Bro. Alex
Chapman and Mrs. Cecil Hall. We are glad
that those who mourn find comfort in a
never-failing Friend, Jesus Christ our
Saviour.
We held another program for the S. S.
children here at Frogmore.
The latter part of November our Canadian Home Mission Board member, Bro.
Nigh, came to stay for awhile. He and Sr.
Nigh have taken a keen interest in the
work here for years. He has been helping
out in the preaching and S. S. work and
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its toll. We trust that the people may
soon be well again. Our regular services
have been fairly well attended, although
we would like to see greater interest shown.
We are continuing our services every two
weeks in the Melba district. We earnestly
solicit the prayers of the church for the
work of the Lord in this part of His vineyard.
Yours in His service
Lewis and Gladys Sider, Pearl Jones.

conducting extra prayer-meetings in the
Bethel District. Sr. Nigh was also here for
a few days during the holiday season.
We were also glad for Bro. and Sr. Blake
Weavers' presence for two and a half
i m a n t i a i j*aport lor
October, November, Becernber, 1943
weeks before Christmas. This help was
Bal.
on
nand,
Oct. 1
$187.51
much appreciated.
Mrs. Martha
H. Kuhns, Pa.
The S. S. Contest put on by the S. S.
including premiums
5.50
Board was entered into quite whole-hearted- Upland S. S. California, including
premiums
70 95
ly and we believe lasting benefit was d~ Pleasant
Hill S. S., Kansas,
rived therefrom. One pupil read the whole
including premiums
,
16.71
Bible through during that period. The S. '-Rosebank S. S., Ontario
18.00
5.00
S. gave prizes to the three highest con- Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Sider
Refund on furniture
20.00
testants regardless whether the S. S. re- Sale
of cutter
9 00
ceives any other prize from the S. S. Board Cream
68.74
or not.
Sale of calf
5.00
Pigs
79.97
A number of the brethren made a wood- Eggs '
4.55
bee for the Mission in the fall and in that
way provided wood for our needs these
Total Receipts
$490.93
Expenses
winter days.
Pood
$ 94.52
We are looking forward to the coming Car
89.26
of Bro. Riall Stump of Indiana as our Hardware
19.00
9.74
evangelist, the meetings to begin Jan. 16. Fuel for lights
Feed
27.00
We would appreciate an interest in your Wood, including permit, labor & sawing 29 25
prayers on behalf of the meetings that God Sleigh
7.00
may meet with us in a very definite man- Miscellaneous
9.18
ner by the presence of His Holy Spirit.
Total
Expenses
$284.95
—Annie E. Winger.
Bal. on hand Jan. 1
- $205.98

Heport for October, November and December,
1943
Balance on hand
$291.33
Receipts
Markham S. S
30.39
In His Name
:.
6.88
Frogmore Offerings
32 95

Donations received—Mr. FT, Dodridge. 25
bushels of wheat: Mrs. Pokeda. a turkey: Mr.
H Bulloch, venison; Mr. Sanders, meat; Mr.
and Mrs. Logan, meat.
> m»»

i—!

WELLAND MISSION REPORT
Total
$361.55
October, November and December
Expenditures
Table Supplies
$ 28.90 Greetings to the Visitor Family:
John 4:35, "Say not ye, there are yet
Hardware
9.68
Chicken Feed
13.70 four months and then cometh harvest, beGas
19.95 hold, I say unto you, Lift up your eyes, and
Car Expenses and Battery
14.40
look on the fields, for they are white alElectricity
5.67
Stamps
.21 ready to harvest." We need only to look on
Misc
90
the fields, and we think we know someTotal
% 93 41 thing of how Paul must have felt while he
waited at Athens and saw the city given
Balance on Hand
$268.11 to idolatry. We don't wonder that his
spirit was stirred in him. While it is true
NORTH STAR MISSION REPORT,
that sin and wickedness abound, yet we reMEATH PARK, SASKATCHEWAN
joice in this, that we have a Saviour who
At this season we send greetings again is mighty to save and mighty to keep.
to the Visitor family. Again it is time for Praise the Lord.
our quarterly report. As we look back upon
The work here has been going forward.
the past quarter and the past year, we can We are grateful for a steady increase in
see that God's hand has been over us. And our S. S. Through these children we have
as we approach the new year, we enter it contacted a number of new families and we
with a determination to be at our best for do long to be able to point them to the
the Master.
Lamb of God which taketh away the sin of
We had our revival meeting in October the world. Since our October revival we
when Brother and Sister Walter E. Bohen began weekly cottage prayer meetings
from California were with us. Although which we believe are and will be a blessing
there were not many visible results, we are to the work here. Most of these services
sure that God's Word will not return unto are held in homes of our S. S. children, or
Him void. We appreciated Brother Bohen's those who are not affiliated with the
messages. On the last Sunday of the meet- church. These services are well attended.
ings we held a love-feast and communion In one service held in a rooming house an
service. Although the crowd was small, aged man broke down and wept asking for
prayer to be saved. He said he was never
there was a fine spirit of fellowship.
We have had lovely weather so far this saved, but his parents were good Christian
fall and winter. We are entering the new people. We feel this may be an answer to
year with hardly enough snow for sleigh- his parents' prayers. It pays to pray. Reing. The weather has been moderate too member this soul in prayer.
with 28 degrees being our lowest temperOn Dec. 19th we were privileged to have
ature. Most of the time the weather has Bish. Chas. Byers with us here, for the
been quite mild. It is surely a change afternoon service. His message was apprefrom last winter's cold and snow.
ciated by all. In the evening service of
Cobers are still with us as Brother Cober the same day Sr. Mildred Winger from
has not yet been able to get his visa com- Boyle spoke to us of her work in Kentucky.
pleted to go to the States.
They are Dec. 20th e our S. S. Children gave a prohoping that they will be able to get away gram. W were especially pleased to have
so many fathers and mothers of these chilsoon to their new field of labor in Illinois.
At this writing there is considerable sick- dren to attend. We trust that God has reness in the community as the flu is taking ceived some glory from this service. What
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a privilege to labour with the children and
in this way reach the parents.
We thank each one who has been standing by in support in a financial way, as
well as by your prayers. We want to see
souls saved, and the work of God go on
from victory to victory.

Financial Report for
October, November, December
Receipts
Balance on hand Oct. 1, 1943
$430.49
Hall Offerings
120.80
Gospel Temple S. S , Iowa
8.75
Sr. Emily Thompson
1.00
Bro. and Sr. Sheldon Wilson
4.00
Bro. James Sider
5.00
Bro. Emerson Climenhaga
2 00
Sr. Mary Bossert
_
2.00
Bro. Basil Main
1.00
A Friend
1.00
Bro. and Sr. Jesse Lehman
5.00
John Chambers
4 00
Bro. Andrew McNiven
1.00
Bro. Calvin Sider
2.00
Bro. and Sr. J. Mark Keefer
10.00
Sr. Marion Sider
1.00
Sr Miriam. Heise
1.00
Sr. Stella Heise
2.00
. A Friend
1.00
Bro. Harmon P u t m an
10.00
Sr. Wetherup
1.00
Total
Expenditures
Food
Car Expense
Hydro, water, gas, phone
House Furnishings
Equipment
Fuel
,
Minister's travelling all
Miscellaneous
Taxes and Insurance

$614.04
$ 64.58
24 94
26.46
3.98
4.7 5
4.00
48.00
6.72
51.04

Total Expenses
$234.47
Balance on hand Dec 31. 1943
$379.57
Given by request of Welland Congregation to a widow
50.00
New Balance
329.57
Donations given by the following for the
past six months: E. Nigh. Bruce Sider, W.
Heise, Harvey Cober, John Mater. Sr., Marshall
"dinger, Roy Shoalts, George Sider. Edward
Gilmore, Claude Traver, C. Sider, Sr., John
Chambers, Eileen Winger, Evelvn Winger. R.
C. Gilmore, W. Philp, Charles Cook, E. Vannatter, C. Sider. Jr., Emily Thompson. Geo.
E. Marr, L. Shoalts, Isaac Plagg, Clifford
Winger, Mrs. J. Climenhaga, P. Costely, Sr
E. Fretz, Morley Marr. Basil Main. Fred
Bossert. Joel Carlson, Mrs. J. Sider, Martha
Sentz, John Tucker.
—Mary Sentz - Luella Heise.

California
LIFE LINE GOSPEL MISSION
QUARTERLY REPORT
The past three months mark a new epoch
in the history of the Life Line Gospel Mission in San Francisco. On Nov. 26th our
equipment was moved out of the old location on 832 Kearny St. and placed in the
new location at 224 Sixth St. Our first
services were held in the new location on
Sunday, Nov. 28th. From the very beginning we have had repeated indications
of the wisdom of this move, not only
from our Christian friends who have told
us so, but from the number of people who
have come into the mission who needed
spiritual help. The field is an entirely
different one, and has a much better prospect for Christian work and development.
Among the most encouraging features _ is
the beginning of a Sunday School, which
we feel is going to become a permanent
institution of the Mission.
We have an excellent corner to hold our
street meetings, where we contact hundreds
of people with song, testimony, and the
distribution of tracts.
The work is not all roses, for the enemy
is very busy hindering in every way possible. Plenty of work and big pay does not
make men feel their need of God. The
saloons are lined full and the theaters are
thronged while the missions are poorly attended. And those who do come to the
mission are often too drunk to know what
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it is all about. Sometimes they come to
the altar and ask the "father" (Supt.) t o ,
say a prayer for them. Poor deluded souls,
as soon as they get out "they will seek it
yet again." They are not sick enough to
really ask for deliverance.
Not all our attendants are drunks, for
we have some very sober people who attend and who are a real help and inspiration and encouragement.
Pray for a Pentecostal Spirit of conviction to come down upon the Mission
services.

can be touched. May we be faithful in
helping them. The meeting closed with five
at the altar. May God's blessing rest on
Bro. Gilmore as he labours in other fields.
—Cor. M. A. B.

linoleum $55 00, Sign on windows $18.00,
Heater and pipe $44.23, Moving Co. $29.87,
Labor $24.00. Total $474.65, leaving a balance
of $136.35 for improvements in process b u t
not completed.
Respectfully submitted:
Workers.
H. W. Buckwalter. Supt.
Katie B. Buckwalter
Grace Plum
Ruth Bowers

financial Report for July, August, September,
' October, November, December, 1943
Contributions
Balance, July 1, 1943
$ 70.22
Hall Offering
410.50
Bro. and Sr. Earl Bossert
38.00
Mrs. J. E Breckbill (Grantham)
5.00
Elder Geo. Shelter (Stayner)
2.00
Bro. and Sr. James Milne
23.00
Bro. and Sr. Walter Reichard
1 00
Elder Marshall Winger (Boyle)
1.00
X Mysterious Envelope
10.00
Mark Keefer (Penna.)
10.00
Friend of Missions
1.00
Bro. and Sr. Henry Troast
95 00
Buffalo Mission S. S. for coal
50.00
Bro. and Sr. Wonder (Stowe, Pa.)
3.00
Bro and Sr. Irvin Walls (Canoe
Creek, Pa.)
5.00
Bro. and Sr. Geo. Gray (Canoe
Creek, Pa.)
5.00
Bro. Fred Climenhaga
1.00
Sr Mabel Sider
5.00
Bro. and Sr. Irvin Winger
11.55
Bro. and Sr. Carl Patterson
12.00
Bro. and Sr. Norman Winger
11.00
Bro and Sr. Wesley Heximer
40.00
Sr. Eleanore Mater
15.00
Sr. Sadie Book ..;
1.00
Sr. Ella Gish
1.00
Sr. Gladys Shauntz
20.(in
Elder Elmer Steckley
4.00
Sr Stella Heise
15.00
Sr. Susie Trover
15.00
Sr. Bessie Milne
6.00
Sr. Evelvn Mater
,
10.00
Bro. and Sr. Lloyd Bossert
2.00
Sr. Grace Sider
5.00
Bro. and Sr. Shradley
4.00

New York

GENERAL REPORT FOR BUFFALO
MISSION
To all the Visitor Readers:
Iiite ljine Gospel Mission Quarterly Report
October, November, December, 1943
Greetings. Four months have slipped
Receipts
Balance on hand Oct. 1
$132.69 rapidly by since we came to the Buffalo
Hall Offerings
244.14 Mission. The hustle and bustle of city life
Rent
10.50 is not the same as the quiet, but active
Sr. Mabrie Goins
:
3.00
Bro. H G. Brubaker
2.00* life in the little chapel tucked away in the
Emmanuel Chapel S. S., Des Moines .... 10.37 Blair County hills of Pennsylvania.
A Friend
6.50
We find, however, the same wonder workSr. Effle Franklin
10.00
Bro. & Sr. E. Heise
1 00 ing power of God in the city, which is able
Children's Sunday School Class
1.25 to give us the victory. There is much to
Bro. Paul Witter
5.00 challenge us in this great city of sin. Open
Mr. Elbert Franz
1.00
Bro. R. Schmidt
10 00 lawlessness, drunkedness, revelings, but
Bro. Geo. Dehart
1.00 worst of all, the apostate condition of so
Total Receipts
$438.45 called holiness movements almost make
one feel like the old prophet Habakakuk
Expenditures
House
"How long Lord, how long."
Table
$122.50
Will you pray with us that we may find
Public Utilities
.'
33.91
Taxes ( F i r s t Half)
'.
39.46 a place in the heart of the people in thia
great city? Our hearts were made to re~
Total
$195 87 joice last Thursday evening after service,
Hall
Rent
80.00 when a young man, for the first time in
Advance rent on new location
80.00 his life, sought God and found Him precious
Public Utilities
12.70 to his own soul.
Food
_
1.80
The latter part of November and early
S. S. Supplies
5.03
Street car fares
12.00 part of December marked a special time of
Total
$191.53 blessing here when Bro. Henry Ginder
served as our evangelist. A number knelt
Total Expenses
387 40 at the altar of prayer, receiving definite
Balance
$ 51.05 help.
Relocation Fund and Expenses
The closing Sunday of our revival meetOn hand Oct. 1 $125.00 to this sum were
added Bro. & Sr. Abner Haldeman $161.50, ing we had an all day service. Bro. Jno.
Bro. R. Schmidt, $110.00, A Friend $20.00, Bro. Hostetter and Bro. Will Charleston served
& Sr. Chris Green $15.00, Sr. Lydia Baer $5.00,
Bro. G. Shaffer $5.00, Paul Burkholder $10 00, in the afternoon, bringing to us timely and
Bro. H. Nordback $10.00, Bro. & Sr. J M. K. encouraging messages.
Keefer $10.00, Bro. J. Luteran $5 00, AnonyWith the summer months past and folks
mous $1.50, Doris Engle $1.00, Eunice Hoover
$1.00, Ida Lenhart $1.00, Bro. Egling $50 00, moving back into the city, the Sunday
Bro. Pederson $5.00, Bro. Reichard $5.00, Pasa- School has made a decided and pleasing indena Missionary Band $10.00, Sr Delia Winger $15.00, Mothers In Israel S. S. Class $10.00, crease. The last six Sundays would averSale of wood $5.00, Anna Noel $5.00, Pasa- age approximately eighty. There are many
dena Church $20.00, John Kauffman $5 00, around our doors who might be reached.
Gifts from the workers $22.64; Total $633.64. We are hoping that before we write anDisbursements as follows: Lumber, paint and
hdw. $144.34, Furnaces and installation $146.49, other report that our Sunday School will
Plate Glass Insurance $12.72, Carpet and take on a greater growth,
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Kansas
Detroit Kansas. A two weeks revival
was held at the Bethel church beginning
Oct. 24th. Bro. Edward Gilmore from Lowbanks, Ont., Can., faithfully brought to us
the truth of God's word. Our hearts were
made to rejoice, when a number responded
to the Spirit's call and sought the Lord,
some to be saved and others to be reclaimed. The attendance was good, also a
very good spirit was manifested throughout.
The last Sunday morning after Sunday
school, Bro. Gilmore gave a message to the
children in the form of a story that was
very touching. The children were moved
and most of them responded to the invitation when given. May God bless them and
keen them from temptation. Jesus said
suffer little children to come unto me and
forbid them not. Thank God the children
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Bro. and Sr. Monkelbaum
A friend of Missions
A lover of Missions
In His Name
Sr Pearl Winger
Bro. and Sr. Henry Griener
Bro. and Sr. J no. Moore
Sr. Ella Stevenette
Sr Esther Shoalts
Sr. Melba Martin
Sr. Anna Johnson
A gift
Sr. Minor
Bro. Jno. Rosenberry (Pa )
For His Cause
Sr. Anna Carver

15.80
4.00
1.00
5.00
5.00
3.00
3.00
5.00
10.00
3.00
21.00
6.75
20.00
1.00
5.00
5.00
$972.82

repented and was saved.
Many tears were shed as this dear sister
brought to us her message of love, and her
joy in finding the Saviour. The service
closed with four souls at the altar. We
were very much surprised before the service
when she asked for a prayer veiling. She
said she wished to be in order and conform
to what we believe. She also asked to take
the covering with her and in a letter a little
later, said she believed we were right in
our view of this scripture. She said also
in a letter that she could not sleep that
night, but her heart and soul hungered for
Expenditures
more of Him, more of what she felt among
Hydro, gas and telephone
$ 58 94 us. We trust the Lord will continue to
21 bu. Potatoes
34.80 bless her and make her a blessing.
4% bu. Apples
, 9.00
We were privileged again to have our
Washing Machine repairs
8.36
Foreign Mission Offering
130.35 Christmas Program and treat our Sunday
Groceries and Milk
243.06 School children. This is always a happy
8 ton of coal
105.23
Evangelist
90 00 time for the children and grown-ups as
Misc
37.21 well.
Ice box repairs
5.00
We gave rewards to all that had perfect
Bro. Elmer Steckley
12.00
Gas for Bro. Reighard's car
2.78 attendance for the year. This year one
Sr. Nigh's carfare home
1.96 young man completed his tenth year of perMission Clock
6 55
Canned fruit and vegetables
30.00 fect attendance. He received a special prize.
Car expenses, license, etc
36.42
We are now in the midst of our winter
Total
$811.66 revival. Eld. Marshall Winger is with us.
Balance on hand, Jan. 1, 1944
161.16 The Lord has been manifesting Himself
Other Donations as follows—Bro. and Sr. in a very gracious way. The Holy Ghost
Ethan Martin, provisions; Richard Monkel- fell in the Sunday evening service in a very
baum, James Milne, Sr. Bessie Milne, The unusual way. The altar was filled with
Manheim g S. Box of Christmas Cheer, Carl
Sider, Stevensonville, Carlie Cox, Bro. and seekers. Some of our young people fully
Sr. Flewelling.
consecrated to the Lord, and truly the fire
We sincerely thank all who have contributed fell and burned up the dross and gave
both financially and with provisions. May shouts of victory.
Ood richly bless all who have contributed to
His Work.
It is with gratitude we acknowledge the
liberal giving by our dear Brethren, Sisters
Elwood and Ethel Flewelling
and friends.
and Elizabeth Kanode
May the dear Lord bless and reward each
one is our prayer.

Ohio
DAYTON MISSION REPORT
It just sems it cannot be possible that
the time is here to submit the report of the
last quarter of 1943, which has passed into
eternity never to return. We are made to
realize that the years of our sojourn are
winging us on and it will soon be said of
us, "We are gone and are no more." How
important it is that we are faithfully serving God with all our heart in behalf of His
kingdom in these last and serious days,
when so many are being discouraged and
giving up serving the Lord, falling away
and going back into the world.
We were counting the other day over
those who were once boys coming to our
Sunday School, about 30 in number, who
are now in training and in this awful war.
Only one death from this number has been
reported so far. One young man of Sister
Boyer's class, nearing 25 years of age, was
killed in action in the South West Pacific
area. His dear Mother asked if we would
have a memorial service for him in the
little Mission chapel, where he came to S.
S. It was a very solemn and sad service.
He was only one of the thousands that are
falling in this terrible war.
On Thursday evening of Oct. 21, 1943, it
was our privilege to have with us, Mrs.
Irene Hanley of E. St. Louis, 111., in a well
attended service. She was a Jewess lady
who was saved from Judaism and accepted
Jesus as her Saviour, whom she was taught
by Tier parents to hate. It truly was wonderful to hear this daughter of Abraham
tell her experience, how she found Jesus as
her Saviour; how the Lord saved her
Mother then took her home to glory; how
her Father who so bitterly opposed her and
blamed her for her Mother's death, later
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Pennsylvania
MESSIAH HOME CHAPEL
The people of the Messiah Home Chapel
congregation were privileged to hear some
straight Gospl teaching when Elder Abner
Martin came to conduct a series of meetings
during part of December. Bro. Martin's
short stay with us was appreciated particularly by the folks upstairs, who not able
to come to the Chapel, heard the messages
over the loud speaker. Their hearts were
gladdened by his visits with them.
Everyone who attended the services was
made more responsible as he heard the
gospel. Sickness in the community prevented some from attending. Bro. Martin, himself became afflicted with the cold, and was
not able to spend the full two weeks with
us. Local ministry substituted as the meetings continued for two weeks.
A few hands were raised for prayer. We
leave the results with the Lord of the
Harvest. The power of God was manifest
in our midst as the children of God gathered
around the altar for prayer. It is not in
vain that the Gospel is preached for "God
looketh on the heart."
The work here progresses about as usual.
The govrnment has claimed several young
men from our congrgations but we are glad
that the Lord always has someone to help
to carry on His work. We appreciate the
presence and help of Bro. John Garman
and his wife in our congregation.
The Sunday School entered whole heartedly into the trip through Palestine. Bible
reading was very much the fashion during
those weeks. A few new ones were brought
into the Sunday School.
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BENEFICIARY BOARD FINANCIAL '
REPORT
October-KoveBioer-liecsmber, 1943
,
RECEIPTS
Balance on hand October 1, 1943
$2,990.47
Rapho District, Lancaster Co., Pa
462.38
Upland Cong., Calif
101.00
Pleasant Hill S. S., Kansas
37.55
Fairview S. S., Ohio
44.54
Beulah Chapel S. S., Springfield, Ohio
117.70
Silverdale S. S., Penna
137.70
Graterford Cong., Penna
88.65
Valley Chapel S. S., Louisville, Ohio..
17.50
Dallas Center S. S., Iowa
• 19.92
Montgomery S. S., Greeneastle, Pa
25.00
Cedar Grove Cong., Mifffintown, Pa
23.66
A Brother, Pa
30.00
Manor-Pequea Dist., Lancaster Co. Pa.
48.11
Mechanicsburg S. S., Pa
11.42
Conoy S. S., Donegal Disrtrict, Pa
120.00
Pleasant Hill S. S., Ohio
42.00
Palmyra S. S., Pa
23.29
Hummelstown S. S., P a
25.00
Bro. D. H. Engle, Detroit, Kans
25.00
A Sister, Sask
3.00
CHeapside Cong., Ontario, Can
13.59
Birthday Box Offering, Ontario
47.26
Markham Cong., Ontario
72.81
Bertie Cong., Ontario
30.00
Total Receipts
EXPENDITURES
Paid to Beneficiaries:
October
November
December

$4,557.55
$380.00
365.00
340.00

Total Expenditures
$1,085.00
Balance on Hand Jan. 1, 1944
$3,472.55
Jacob H. Bowers, Treas.
DAYTON MISSION FINANCIAL REPORT
Oct., Nov., & D e c , 1943
Balance brought forward
$975.56
RECEIPTS
In His Name, Dayton, O.,
$40.00
A Brother, Dayton, 0
22.00
A S i s t e r , Dayton, 0
35.11
In His Name, Dayton, O
-•
1.00
Norman Smith, Dayton, 0
10.00
William McBeth, Springfield, 0
5.00
Beatrice Denton, Dayton, 0
1.00
Ida Lue Hane, Dayton, 0
55.00
Sr. Anna Miller, deceased, Dayton, 0
50.00
Ella Long, Dayton
4.75
Leveck family, Dayton, 0
10.00
Harriet Line
1.00
A Very Dear Friend, Dayton, 0
114.00
Alfred Gray
1.00
Mary Riber, deceased, Dayton, 0
4.00
Louis Esken, Dayton, 0
3.00
Bertha Boyd, Dayton, 0
5.00
Mr. and .Mrs. Daniel Shaffer, Dayton—.
1.00
Received for car gas
10.50
Mission Offering
88.98
Total funds
.'.'".""$'1,437.95
EXPENDITURES
Table account
$97.64
Song book
10.12
Phone bill
9.40
Light power and gas
12.67
Clothes line
1.60
Water bill
4.04
Paint and brush
2.53
Brooms
_
2.51
Freight charge on chairs
4.47
Three storm doors and windows
48.74
Balance on folding chairs
9.00
Soap
4.99
Carpenter work on storm doors
12.00
Expenses
21.70
Car repairs
22.50
Incidentals
11.89
Total expenses
$263.80
For a Reserve Fund to be used later.... $500.00
Balance on hand- Jan. 1, 1944
$674.15
Poor Fund Balance
Sales Tax Redemption Receipts
In His Name

$19.17
17.96
7.50

Total Funds
$49.63
Total Paid Out for Needv
$33.45
Balance on Hand Jan. 1, 1944
$16.18
Donations of articles were made by J. C.
Engle, O. U. Herr, Leighton Mann, Iva and
Ralph Herr, Herold Herr, Howard Evans, Emma Pangstat, Clyde Hershev, Bertha Bovd,
David Hershey, Albert Hoke, Bro. and Sr.
Lorenzo Hane, Nora Becker.
We remain yours, In the Mission Field,
W. H. and Susie Boyer
601 Taylor Street, Dayton, Ohio.
1 m>
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"Many substitute prosperity for religion.
God bless America? No. God save America! America will never be blessed until
it repents. 'Blessed is that nation whose
God is the Lord.' "
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M A R R I A G ES —
SrOHEB-SANEB — Glenn Andrew Stoner,
son of tne late Sr. and Bro. j o n n Stoner 01
Mifflinlown and Anna Lydia Saner, daughter
of tne late j o n n and Sr. Phoebe Saner from
iUcAilisterviiie were united in marriage on
New Years day, Jan. 1, 1944, at tne home of
tneir presiding minister, Paul W. Goodiing.
It was a quiet and sacred ceremony, with
prayer for Gods ricnest blessings to accompany them through their journey of life.
MYEBS-DOXJBTB—On Saturday afternoon,
Dec. 11th, at 2:30, Sr. Kuth Myers, daughter of
Bro. and Sr. Walter Myers of Greencastle, Pa.,
and Bro. Eber Dourte, son of Rev. and Mrs.
Monroe Dourte of Manheim, Pa., were united
in marriage in the Waynesboro Brethren in
Christ church. The ceremony was performed
by Bisjiop Samuel Wolgemutn assisted by the
father of the groom and was witnessed by a
group of relatives and friends.
May God
richly bless their consecrated lives as they
serve as pastor the Hollowell church in Ringgold District.

— OBITUARIES —
BKiTSiiCSEB—Sr. Emma Brubacher was
born near Sciiaeitersiowii, j-,ebanon' »JO., Pa. on
Ule Julil uay OJL u une, xsot, anu uieu on tne bin
aay ot January, ±yi4, ageu i u years, t> montns
anu ±o days. Sue was tne uaugnter of tne
ia.Le inider uaniei and ivauiryn (.nee iKoyerj
iirubacner. Sue was preceued in deatu by
tnree orotners and tnree sisters and is survived tty one sister, Mrs. Kosie Brandt of
Oleona, and a number of nieces and nephews.
Sue was converted in the year 1893 and was
baptized and taken into cnristian feilowsnip in
tne Brethren in Christ Cnurch the same year
by the late Bisnop Jacob Kreider. Loyalty to
Lrod and ndenty to ner cnurch was her hignest
aspiration. Her ardent admiration for sacred
music was evidenced by her eagerness to sing
cnurch nymns to the 'praise and glory' of
Him whom she loved.
.funeral services were held January 9th
from tne Messiah Home, where she resided
since April 13th, 1937, with Bishop H. K.
K-reider and Elder I. O. Musser in charge,
with further services at the Fairland Church
in charge of Elders J. B Funk and T. M.
Books. The text, her own choice, was Rev.
14:13. Interment in the Iona United Christian cemetery.
BYEBS—Elizabeth Heisey Byers, widow of
Samuel Byers was born in Cumberland County,
Penna., .December 26, 1856. She entered the
Messiah Home on October 18, 1938, where she
departed this life December 28th, 1943, aged
S7 years and 2 days. She was a member of
the Brethren in Christ Church in Mechanicsburg, Pa.
Three brothers and a sister survive. They
are Bphriam P. Heisey, Mechanicsburg; Noah
T. Heisey, .Harrisburg ;
L. Tyson Heisey,
Washington, D. C. and Mrs. Emma Homer,
New Brighton, Pa. There are also a number,
of nieces and nephews.
Funeral services were conducted by Rev.
Irvin O. Musser at the Myers Funeral Home,
Mechanicsburg, Pa. Burial in the Chestnut
Hill Cemetery.
DOUPLE—John Douple, son of William and
Susan (Tingst) Douple, was born in Lancaster
County, Penna., November 2, 1865. On January
1, 1931, he entered the Messiah Home where
he departed this life January 3, 1944, aged 78
years, 2 months and 1 day. His wife preceded
him in death December 4th, 1932.
He lived a quiet Christian life and was a
faithful and consistent member of the Brethren in Christ Church.
He is survived by one brother of Lebanon,
Pa., and a sister-in-law, Mrs. Alice Seymans.
Funeral services were conducted a t the
Messiah Home chapel by Bishop Henry Kreider and Elder Irvin O. Musser.
Burial in the Fairland Cemetery.
rRYMIRE—Emma Jane Frymire, daughter
of Henry and Rebecca Landis, was born August 24, 1865, in Lykens Valley, Pennsylvania,
and departed this life December 20, 1943, at
the home of her daughter, Mrs. Harry Eyster,
near Thomas. Oklahoma, at the age of 78
years, 3 months and 26 days.
She grew to womanhood in Perry County,
Pennsylvania. At the age of 20 years she
was united in marriage to ohn Henry Frymire,
who preceded her in death.
After one year of married life in Pennsylvania, they moved to Dickinson County, Kan-
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sas, where they lived 18 years and then
moved to Oklahoma in 1901.
To this union were born twelve children,
one daugnter, Mrs. Anna Frymire Alvis, halving preceded tnein in death. The surviving
are: W. C. Frymire, Klamath Falls, Oregon;
Mrs Mary Alderfer, Upland, California; ivlrs.
Mabel Canfleld, Chatsworth, California; John
Frymire, Chino, California; Mrs. Alice Jury,
Abilene, Kansas; Mrs. Edith Grove, Aline, Oklahoma; Mrs. Nettie Book, Mrs. Vera Eyster,
Vernon Frymire, Ivan Frymire, and Mrs. Kuth
Caskey, all of Thomas, Oklahoma; forty-one
grandchildren and thirty-seven great-grandchildren, also four brothers and four sisters:
John Landis and Miss Elizabeth Landis of
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania; J. E. Landis, Abilene, Kansas; George Landis, Kansas City,
Missouri; Harry Landis, Millersburg, Pennsylvania; Mrs. Agnes Eyster, Thomas, Oklahoma;
Mrs. Sadie Steinbrecher, Ramona, Kansas; and
Mrs Susan Caskey, Millersburg, Pennsylvania.
Mother Frymire was converted at the age of
23 years near Hope, Kansas, and united with
the Brethren in Christ Church. She continued
faithful to her Saviour and the church, always
giving a glowing testimony of her hope of
eternal life. She was in poor health for several years, but was patient and considerate of
others in all her suffering.
She was a faithful companion and a kind
and loving mother. Her absence will be felt
by all those who knew her.
Funeral servvices were conducted Thursday,
December 23, at the Bethany Church; Elder I.
G. Engle and Elder P. B. Friesen, officiating
Interment in the Bethany Cemetery.
HALL—Effle North Hall, wife of Cecil Hall
of Guysboro, Ontario, departed this life Dec.
7, 1943, at the age of 63 years
She was converted early in life and remained
a faithful Christian until death.
There remain to mourn her departure her
husband and three children: John, Mildred and
Evelyn, and three grandchildren, all of Guysboro.
Funeral services held at the house were in
charge of Eld. John Nigh and Eld. Edward
Gilmore and at the United Church by Rev.
Yeoman of the United Church and Rev. Hamilton of the Free Methodist. Interment in the
Lynedoch cemetery.
KKEIDEB — Anna Staul'f er Kreider, the
daughter of Benjamin and Mary Smith Stauffer, was born Feb. 11, 1858, near Safe Harbor,
in Lancaster County, Penn
She was one of
six children. Only one brother, Harry Stauffer, of Lancaster, Penn., survives her. She
was united in marriage with John H. Kreider,
Dec. 7, 1893, who passed away August 24, 1927.
Besides the brother, six children survive.
They are' Ben F., Abram, Frank, and John, all
of Sterling, Harry of LaJunta, Colo., and Amos
of Goshen, Indiana
A daughter, Mrs. Abe
Frey, preceded her in death. There are 21
grandchildren to cherish the memory of a devoted grandmother. There are also 20 great
grandchildren.
Mother Kreider had been in failing health
for the past year. She, however, was able to
care for her home up until nine weeks before
her death. She loved her home and was devoted to her family, having a special interest
and concern for all of the grandchildren. After
taking her bed her strength steadily declined
until death claimed her, bringing her relief
from her suffering. She has now entered into
her rest, having reached the age of 85 years,
10 months and 24 days.
Early in life Mother united with the Brethren in Christ Church. Throughout the years
she has maintained her devotion and loyalty
to the church of her choice She was earnest
and conscientious in all of her duties.
"Blessed are the dead, which die in the
Lord from henceforth; Yea, saith the Spirit,
that they may rest from their labors; and
their works do follow them."
Services "were conducted from her late home
in Sterling on Jan. 7th, and from the Mennonite
church. Revs. Dan Lapp, Carl J. Carlson, D.
B. Martin, officiating. Text, John 14. Interment in adjoining cemetery

Kans., and twenty grandchildren; four sisters,
ivlrs. John D. Freed of Wichita, Kans., Mrs. J.
A. Engle of Talmage, Kans., and Misses Martha E. and Ada B. Minter, of Abilene, Kans.;
and three brothers, Samuel J. and David G.,
of Abilene, Kans., and Harry A., whom he
preceded in death just three and one-half
hours.
He was converted at the age of 16 and
lived a consistent christian life to the end.
During his recent illness he endeavored to
witness to God's love and grace to all that
came to his bedside. He definitely stated that
the abundance of joy in his heart, was the
direct result of his making his peace with
God at an early age, and some years later, the
accepting of the blessings of the baptism of
the Holy Ghost.
Bro. Minter peacefully fell asleep in Jesus,
Dec. 27th, 1943, a t the age of 77 years, 4
months and 21 days.
Funeral services were conducted Thursday
afternoon, Dec. 30, at the Brethren in Christ
church in Abilene, Rev. Geo. Whisler officiating, assisted by Bishop M. G. Engle. Interment in the Union Cemetery.
HAMBLER.—Fannie Rambler, widow of the
late Amos Rambler and former resident of
Manheim, Pa., was born in Lancaster County,
Pennsylvania, November 6th, 1872. She passed
away at the Messiah Home December 27th,
1943, aged 71 years and 21 days. She was a
daughter of Daniel and Margaret (Trout) Fry.
She entered the Messiah Home Oct. 8th, 1937,
and seemingly enjoyed her stay here.
Sr. Rambler, as known at the Home, was a
familiar figure in her wheel chair. She was
always busy. She did much sewing in spite
of the fact that her hands were crippled. She
attended services in the chapel on her wheel
chair as long as sbe was able. She was very
patient and submissive during her short illness.
She is survived by a daughter-in-law, Mrs.
Ada Rambler and her twins, Betty and Lester
Rambler; two brothers, Rev. Henry T. of Montoursville, and John T. of Elizabethtown; one
sister, Mrs. Harry Eshenbogh, also of Elizabethtown, one aged uncle, Gelaseus Brubaker
of Messiah Home, and an aged aunt, Elizabeth
Trout of Lancaster; a number of cousins,
nephews and nieces.
Funeral services were conducted at the Messiah Home chapel with further services at the
Brethren in Christ church at Manheim. Services were conducted by Bishops Henry Kreider,
J. T. Ginder and Elder Irvin O. Musser. Scripture text as chosen by the departed: Romans
8:18. Burial in the Fairview Cemetery near
Manheim.
* m+*
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KIBES,—Mary Rozella Riber, the daughter
of Louis and Martha Morrow was born in Indiana, on iNov. 16, 1870, and departed this life
in tne Good Samaritan Hospital, Dayton, Ohio,
a t 9:50 P. M. Tuesday, Jan. 11, 1944, at the
age of 73 years, 1 month and 26 days.
She was united in marriage to Charles Riber
on June 12, 1898 in Dayton, Ohio. Sr. Riber
became the mother of 3 children, 1 son and
2 daughters.
Tnose who preceded her in death were her
parents and one daughter in her infancy, also
tnree brothers, and three sisters.
Those who remain to mourn her departure
are: her husband, 1 son and 1 daughter, Mr.
Raymond Riber and Mrs. Stella Holthouse, 5
grandchildren and 2 great grandchildren who
reside in Dayton, Ohio, and vicinity.
In the summer of 1916 she was converted
and the same autumn was baptized and united
with the Brethren in Christ Church, to which
she remained faithful until removed by death.
Funeral services were held in the R. J.
Worst funeral home of Dayton, Ohio, on Jan.
14, 1944, conducted by Bish. W. H. Boyer,
Elder Marshall Winger and Elder Isaac Engle.
The text was II Tim. 4:6-8. Interment was
made in the Willow View Cemetery near Dayton, Ohio.

SCHBTJM—Rosie Schrum, daughter of Moses
and Sarah (Witman) Thompkins was born in
Lebanon County, Pa., April 20th, 1865, and deMINTEE—John Anderson Minter was born parted this life December 28th, 1943, at the
age of 78 years, 8 months and 8 days. She
Aug. 6. 1866, at Arendtsville, Pa.
was a member of the Brethren in Christ
He was the son of Geo. F. and Catherine
Church
at Conoy, near -which she resided beMintor, and came to Abilene, Kans. with his
fore entering the Messiah Home on January
parents at the age of twenty-one.
29th,
1943,
where she passed away.
He was united in marriage to Emma E.
Surviving her are one daughter, Clara A.
Frey Jan. 19th, 1892. To this union were born
six children, of whom one daughter, Ruth Stratton, Cleveland. Ohio, and Carrie ThompNpomi Engle, preceded him in death May 2nd, kins, a sister-in-law; also a niece, Mrs. Vernon
Kriser.
1919.
Funeral services were conducted at the HawSurviving members of his family are his
wife, two daughters. Mrs. D. E. Bert and thorne Funeral Parlor in Bainbridge, by Elder
Abner
Martin, Bishop Irvin W. Musser and
Mrs. Abram Noel of Abilene, Kans.. three sons.
Elder Irvin O. Musser. Burial in the BainJohn L., of Shepherdstown, Pa., David H.. of
Manchester, Kans., and Samuel F., of Abilene, bridge Cemetery.
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STATJITEB—Mary Ann Rhodes, daughter
of Henry and Nancy Rhodes, was born at
Clarence Center, New York, Dec. 25, 1862. She
passed to her eternal rest Jan. 7, 1944, a t the
home of her daughter, Mrs. Hollis Zaring,
1509 S. Magnolia St., Los Angeles, Cal.
At the age of ten she was converted and
united with the Brethren in Christ church. She
lived a consistent Christian life to the end.
She lived to the ripe age of 81 years and 13
days. She was anxious to meet her departed
loved ones.
The family moved to Kansas where she was
united in marriage to John I. Stauffer Dec. 25,
1882. Her husband preceded her in death July
30, 1938.
To this union was born seven children, six
of whom are living. Warren, the eldest died
in 1922. She leaves to mourn their loss, Earl,
Andrew, Enos and Harold, who live in California, La Verne, who lives in Topek'a, Kan.,
and Alice (Mrs. Hollis Zaring) of Los Angeles;
also 15 grandchildren and 9 great-grand children.
In 1919 they moved to Upland, Cal. Funeral
was from Los Angeles and interment in Bellview Cemetery.
Graveside service was in
charge of Bish. J. H. Wagaman.

M y Testimony
Greetings in the name of Jesus to all
my brethren and friends.
I am very thankful to have a testimony to
give for the glory of God.
I was born and reared in the beautiful
state of Kentucky, being brought up in a
good home, but attended a church that said
it was impossible for a man to live without
sin. They did not preach the old time way
of repentance, confession and restitution.
When I was sixteen years of age, one
night at the tabernacle in Ashland, Kentucky, I began to seek a real experience,
something I could know about, and which
could set me free from sin. For three days
and nights I sought God for forgiveness of
my sins. About nine-thirty the third night
the Lord Jesus came into my heart. It was
truly a wonderful time. I leaped, ran,
jumped and cried. Such rejoicing I can't
explain, but I knew it was real and is more
real each day. Bless the Lord forever.
Some say it is out of date to "SHOUT,"
but "BLESS GOD" it will always be up to
date. It was then God began a work in
my heart and is still working. It is not by
our works of righteousness, but according
to his mercy he saves us by washing of regeneration, and renewing of the Holy Ghost.
I do praise him for all he has done for me.
Some few months after I was saved, the
Lord called me to preach. I held on to
God, but he kept dealing with me, until I
said "yes" to him. After saying yes, the
Lord blessed me and gave me the definite
witness that I was in his will. I then began
to pray and ask God to reveal his word to
me, as I did not have the opportunity to go
to Bible School; neither did I go very far
in public school, but God began to undertake for me.
One day while reading in the seventeenth
chapter of St. John's Gospel, which was Jesus' prayer for his disciples, I began to
pray and ask God about this chapter.
Several nights later, in a tabernacle in
my home town, the preacher preached the
verv thing I needed. I found a remedy that
night for the thing which held me back.
When the altar call was given, I went forward and started again to call on God. Soon
after J met his conditions, he sanctified my
heart as a definite work. Bless God, it is
real as heaven. Dear ones, the sanctifying
power of the Holy Ghost is real. I never
heard it preached on in my life, that I can
remember of, until God spoke to me. Some
tried to tell me it was not real. But, Bless
God, I found it that way.
I enjoyed the preaching of the word in
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the hills and other places where God sent
me.
Some time later I met a young girl who
became my wife. Thank God for a spirit
filled wife, (Holy Spirit; not carnal spirit).
Now, I will try briefly to tell how God led
us into the Brethren in Christ Church, which
we love dearly. We left our home'state in
August, 1940, and came to Detroit. I found
employment and attended a good spiritual
mission until March, when we received a
call to the Methodist Church at Leonard,
Michigan, to conduct a series of meetings.
It was there we saw and had the privilege
of working for the first time with a group
of Brethren in Christ people. Brother Starr
and others there came and stood by the
gospel. Some time later, through Brother
Starr, we became acquainted with Brother
and Sister Lewis and other workers at God's
Love Mission. God then began to lead us
to attend the mission, which we obeyed.
God blessed us together in many services,
until he saw fit to lead a little farther. _ We
did say we didn't think we would join a
church unless God led in a definite way.
When we began to pray about it, we felt
God leading. Well, praise the Lord, he
blessed us so much we could not say no, because we felt he was leading all the way.
For several weeks during the summer of
1942 we prayed and rejoiced as we studied
the Brethren in Christ manual, concerning
the doctrine of the church, comparing it
with the Bible. While we had not seen the
Prayer Veiling and the Baptism of Trine
Immersion, God helped us to accept it as
Bible truth. We thank Him for it. We
had already been firm believers in feetwashing. The Lord then spoke to us concerning life insurance. It was easy to say
yes to God on this also. My wife put on
the covering, while a few weeks before God
convicted me because of my tie. I got so
blessed when I took it off I almost wished
I had some others to take off also. I am
through with neck-ties, glory to God. After
God said it is now time, we joined the
church, in September, 1942. It has been
the happiest months of our lives. We love
the church, intend to stand by it and I intend to preach its doctrine because I believe
it to be "Bible Truth." If I had not believed it's doctrine to be the full gospel I
would have never joined it. We have been
privileged already to preach in several of
our churches and have been blessed in all
of them.
I also want to testify that God led me
out of the shop where I was employed because it became war work. I t caused me a
big decrease in pay as far as money was
concerned; but God has so wonderfully undertaken in our needs, we hardly notice the
decrease, as the world might call it, but I
call it an increase. God will take care of
his children in spite of the power of the
devil.
I want to say in closing I have believed
in nonresistance since God saved me. I
trust this part of my testimony will bless
your heart not only because of what God
did for us, but what he can do for all who
will obey Him. And I want to say we love
all of you Brothers and Sisters regardless
of whether we have met you or not in person. So pray for us, and ask God to use us
in whatever way he may see fit. Also pray
God to use us here at "God's Love Mission"
to be a help to souls in need, as long as he
wants us here. "Eeady To Go, Ready To
Stay, Eeady To Do His Will."
—Bro. and Sr. Montgomery.
(To follow—testimony of how God led in
relation to war work.)
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Testimony
To the "Visitor" family.
Greetings of love in Jesus' name. Many
Christmas greetings have been sent through
the mail to friends far and near. I remember the dear ones of the Brethren in Christ
whom I have met at different places. But
I remember especially the dear ones who
came to my rescue when I was trying so
very hard to live as the Lord desired me
to, but found it impossible without the
cleansing Blood of Jesus Christ being
applied to my heart.
As it would be almost impossible to send
all of you personal greetings, I feel that
th"e Lord would have me greet you through
the "Visitor". I always like to start at the
beginning, where the Lord first saved me
at the age of ten. While we do not need
to always look back at past experiences, yet
we can be thankful to Jesus that we have
a time and place to which we can sometimes look.
So many do not know of a definite change
of heart. Surely that is something to
covet more than all this world can offer.
Shortly after I was converted, in the
same church (Methodist), I heard sanctification preached as a second work of grace.
I well remember the confusion that arose,
when some of the old church members went
to the altar for the experience. Nevertheless,
while I was very young, I realized that it
was just what folks needed, and myself
sought for it. But because of lack of instruction I failed to go through. However,
I praise the Lord that the seed was planted
in good soil.
I t was about twenty-five years later, as
I remember, when I had gone to my knees
again and again, asking the Lord to send
help from some source. As I would rise
from prayer the question would come, who
will it be and where will they come from?
I heard about as much preaching as the
average person in this community. Quite
a bit of holiness doctrine was preached, too.
But for some reason so much confusion was
always manifested in their movement. While
I had some very dear friends in the group,
I felt there was more in real salvation
than the constant clamoring they did.
I remember so well the faces of the ones
the Lord sent with His message to me.
They did not come to my community at first.
I was in town one day when a friend said
to me, "Have you been out to Garlin?"
"No," I replied. "Have you?"
"Yes,' she said. "They preach the second
work of grace."
"I don't believe in it," I replied, but I
never could understand why I told her such
a lie.
When they came to our community I attended the services every possible time.
When Sr. Dohner testified to the second
work of grace, I was troubled. If she had
only said that she grew into this experience,
it would have pleased me so much more.
For I had been trying so desperately to get
the experience that way, but of course
failed miserably. When Bro. Dohner told
my husband they were coming to visit us
soon, I was worried. The Lord began to
deal very definitely with me. As I obeyed,
He led me on step by step. I realized then
that the experience the tent workers told
about was for even poor unworthy me. I
never shall forget the day when all my burden of sin rolled away, praise His name!
I am thankful He did not allow me to settle down until the work was finished.
Five years ago my companion was called
Home. I feel alone, so far as earthly com(Continued on page 46
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they refuse just because they are Christians, they are sometimes almost thrust out
of the parental village.
The cry comes to us, "What shall we

do?"

Only Three Days?

S

TANDING in the protecting darkness of a
wall one October night in Monghyr
last year, I watched the procession of devout Hindu worshippers carrying their
images of the goddess Durga
(Divine
Mother) to the Ganges for immersion.
This was the climax to the ten days of
"Durga Puja" or worship. Thousands of
devotees clamored for the privilege of
carrying or merely accompanying the more
than one hundred images to the bank of
this sacred river. For six days these same
people had worshipped quietly in their
homes. On the seventh day the elaborate
images of the goddess were installed and
remained there for three days. The Hindus believe that the goddess Durga yearly
leaves her heavenly home in the snowcapped Himalayas and comes to visit her
children on the earth for this period of
three days. She enters into the image of
Durga, thereby honoring the home. Upon
being immersed in a river or tank, she
again returns to her mountain fastness.
(How contrasting and blessed is the continual abiding presence of our Savior
Jesus Christ! We need have no parting
with our God once we have accepted Him
into our hearts and daily lives. What a
wonderful message we have to give to
these poor, blinded souls.)
The goddess is represented by images
made of clay, metal, stone or wood. She
is depicted as a ten-armed goddess riding
a lion. Around her are placed images of
her sons and daughters—Lakshmi, the
goddess of wealth; Saraswati, the goddess
of learning: Kartikeya, the warrior and the
elephant-headed Ganesh, the god of wisdom. The demon whom Durga is supposed
to have conquered in Hindu mythology is
also one of the group. This group of gods
and goddesses are taken out on the tenth
day for the great procession.
It was this procession I saw. They were
moving slowly, fervently towards the river
banks. Durga had completed her earthly
visit. She was returning to her far away
home. For another year her followers must
worship her from afar. Quietly, the devout worshippers of the goddess carried
her on their shoulders to the river's edge
where she was taken out into the water,
dismantled and then thrown to the swiftmoving current. The scene is one of infinite sadness as the image settles down
out of sight. Many are the heart-breaks as
this sad parting takes place and the worshippers slowly return to their empty
homes.
And who are these who are standing
weeping over a clay image as it sinks beneath the water? Is there nothing better

for them? Must they be doomed forever
to the sadness of partings, groping for the
presence of the Divine and yet never able
to come to a knowledge of the One and
only who cried, "Lo, I am with you alway!"
You and I, children of the true and living God know the answer. These are souls
for whom Christ died. Thev have been
bought with a price, redeemed from the
curse of sin, and yet they stumble on in
darkness because no one has brought them
the light. They have no alternative. They
know no better. From childhood they have
been taught that there is no other way.
Their spiritual understanding is darkened.
Their eyes are blinded. Paul the Apostle
under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit
cries out, "For whosoever shall call upon
the name of the Lord shall be saved. How
then shall they call on Him in whom they
have not believed? And how shall they
believe in Him of whom they have not
heard? And how shall they hear without
a preacher? And how shall they preach
except they be sent?"
What is your part in this great task?
Let us today obey His voice.
—Leoda Buckwalter.

What Shall We Do?
This cry, "What shall we d o ? " comes to
us repeatedly from our widows, either
those who are real widows, or have been
deserted by their husbands for other
wives.
According to African custom—Batonga
custom—when a man dies his brothers inherit all his possessions,—cattle, ploughs,
wives and children. He, generally the
oldest brother, takes the wife to his village
where she takes her place with his other
wives. He is responsible for her care as
well as that of the children, and he helps
to arrange for the marriage of his "adopted children". If the wife of the deceased
refuses to accompany her husband through
inheritance, she is left penniless: no'oxen
with which to plough, no plough or any
way of making a living for her family. If
she moves into a Christian family, she, in
the eyes of the Batonga, becomes his wife.
Or, should one of the leaders of the African church come to plough her garden,
again there is gossip. Has she become his
wife? Who is to care for these unfortunate women?
If she goes back to her parents, they insist that she become the wife of another
man, it does not matter whether she is
second or fourth. Has it not been the custom of all their forefathers that in this
way she and her family be cared for? If

There is Bina Maxwell, the mother of
Maxwell and wife of Muchindu, who has
been deserted. He had been a school boy
and former teacher, but has wandered far
from God. The first breach in the family
relationship occurred when Bina Maxwell
—Rebecca—protested because of his unfaithfulness to her. He eloped with another girl. When he returned, for a time
both the wives were in the same village,
but the younger, Marta, made life unbearable for Rebecca, and beat her. Not so
long afterwards Muchindu was arrested for
theft, and spent several months in prison.
Rebecca's people—she had returned to her
parents with her two small children—almost forced her to marry one of several
suitors. "Would not they care for Rebecca
and the children better than this scound r e l ? " She refused, and for a time went to
live with some other relatives. The last
we have heard she is back at home again,
but because her home is far away, we
have not seen her recently. "What shall
we do ? ? ? Muchindu, since out of prison,
has taken his second wife and has gone to
some town to find work.
Yes, our hearts go out in sympathy for
this unfortunate woman, with many others.
Some are real widows, but whose only
chance, for marriage is polygamy. What
shall we do? We have no provision to
bring them on our small mission farm, and
care for them here. Then too, we have
boys here—young men—and difficulties
would be sure to follow.
Please help us pray that some way may
be opened for the care of these in Christ.
Will we be rsponsible if no way is provided for them, while yet we preach that
polygamy is wrong? It is true that some
with all provision would leave, turning
back to heathen custom in time; but, are
we responsible if no provision is m a d e ? ?
Please help us pray.—Anna M. Eyster.
It is the habit of some people to force
themselves into prominent stations in life,
into central positions. Those who are of
the Paul sort have no such need. They
cannot escape the central place any more
than could Charles Lindbergh, the first
man who made a solo trip across the
Atlantic, escape the attention and the
laudation of the public world.
Let us
live and act so that we need not force and
push ourselves into prominent positions.
If the position or place does not seek us,
let us remain in the hiding place, lest we
be put to shame.—R.
"The study of the Bible should not be
accepted as a substitute for the worship of
our Lord. The Lord wants the love of our
hearts."
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HOLINESS
H. W. Landis
The scripture for our subject today is
found in Paul's letter to the Hebrews the
twelfth chapter and the fourteenth verse.
"Follow peace with all men and Holiness
without which no man shall see the Lord."
Here we have a very definite statement
pertaining to Holiness. But first let us define the word Holiness. We take the word
holy, which describes an inner condition,
a condition of the heart. When our hearts
are cleansed by the blood of Jesus they
are made holy. Then with a holy heart we
will do right acts. One right act of the
outer man or the person is called right,
the continuation of right acts is called
righteous, or a life of righteousness. Therefore, a righteous life and a holy heart constitute a state of Holines. Since a holy
heart will produce a righteous life, what
must we do to have our hearts cleansed
and made holy?
We have this command in I Peter 1:16
"Because it is written, Be ye holy; for I
am holy." So we must be holy before we
can see the Lord. Naturally our hearts
are sinful as expressed by the prophet
Jeremiah. "The heart is deceitful above
all things, and desperately wicked: who
can know i t ? " "I the Lord search the
hear.t;-1 try the reins, even to give every
man according to his ways, and according
to the fruit of his doings." (Jer. 17:9-10)
Then we have the words of Jesus, "For
from within, out of the heart of men, proceed evil thoughts, adulteries, fornications,
murders, thefts, covetousness, wickedness,
deceit, lasciviousness, an evil eye, blasphemy, pride, foolishness: all these evil
things come from within, and defile, the
man." The results of this evil heart are
described in Paul's letter to the Galatians,
"Now the works of the flesh are manifest,
which are these; Adultery, fornication, uncleanness, laciviousness, Idolatry, witchcraft, hatred, variance, emulations, wrath,
strife, seditions, heresies, Envyings, murders, drunkenness, revellings, and such
like: of the which I tell you before, as I
have also told you in times past, that they
which do such things shall not inherit the
kingdom of God." (Gal. 5:19-21)
Seeing this word picture of a carnal
heart and the results of a carnal heart
everyone will certainly agree that there
surely needs to be a change before this
heart is made holy. No wonder God demands our hearts to be cleansed by the
blood of Jesus before we can see Him.
When a person gets a glimpse of old carnality, he cries with Paul " 0 , wretched
man that I am. Who shall deliver m e ? "
And the answer immediately follows, "I
thank God through Jesus Christ our Lord."
(Rom, 7:24-25)
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The great question with most people is,
how can we be delivered from this condition? First, when we are saved or justified, we are forgiven of our committed
sin. We then come to God and ask Him
to cleanse our hearts from the inherited
sin. The terms used in the scripture are
sanctification, cleansing, and death to the
old man. We receive this experience by
consecrating our lives, by dying to our
plans and ambitions, and by faith in the
cleansing blood of Jesus. The Lord, by the
Holy Ghost, then witnesses to us that we
are cleansed and our hearts are made clean
and holy. Then by faith the Holy Ghost
takes possession and we receive the baptism of the Holy Ghost. We then have implanted into our hearts the fruit of the
Spirit as given in Galatians 5:22 and 23,
"But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy,
peace, longsuffering, gentleness, goodness,
faith, meekness, temperance: against such
there is no law."
You can see if the former things spoken
of above as the works of the flesh or carnality, are cleansed out and the fruit of the

Pray On
Pray on! though clouds obscure the sun,
And waves dash high against thy bark,
Our God some day, some unseen way,
Will answer, and make glad thine heart.
Pray on! Pray on!
Pray on! though friends do thee forsake,
And loved ones turn away and frown;
Each test will bring thee nearer God,
And thou wilt wear a brighter crown.
Pray on! Pray on!
Pray on! though sorrows cross thy path,
And thou must drink the bitter cup,
In sad Gethsemane One prayed and wept
alone.
He died, arose, and lives for thee—look
up:
Pray on! Pray on!
Pray on and on! the fight will not be long,
The mists and clouds must clear away;
Thou shalt behold thy Saviour face to face
And be with Him through
cloudless,
endless day.
Pray on! Pray on!
Pray on! the race with patience run—•
He'll give thee grace to face the bifrest
strife;
Time flies apace—soon it will be no more;
Cling thou to Him, thy
light—eternal
life.
Pray on! Pray on!
•—L. B. Micas, in Wesleyan
Methodist.
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Spirit takes their place, by the power of
the Holy Ghost, we then are able to fulfill the words of the text in our lives,
"Without Holiness no man shall see the
Lord." If we are living holy lives we will
be ready if death should overtake us or the
Lord should come; we will be ready to
meet our God. We will then enjoy the
presence of the Lord in our lives and it
will be a pleasure to do the service of the
Lord, and we can live a sinless life in this
present world. It will settle the sin question forever, and develop us in the graces
of God.
This experience will not keep us from
making mistakes, but it will remove the
inclination and desire for sin, and give
us power to live lives above sin and keep
us holy before God.—Des Moines, Iowa.

The One Who Has Been There
And Back Again
OME years ago I was traveling in a
railway train in Lincolnshire. In the
same compartments were two gentlemen
whom I did not know, but whom I judged
to be commercial travelers. On approaching a station one gentleman said to the
other, "The station master here died last
week." His friend said, "He will know
the grand secret now."
I could not but overhear their words,
so apologizing for speaking, I asked what
was the secret he would know now that
he was dead? One replied, "The secret
we shall all know at death." "But," said
I, "can you not in some way indicate the
character of the secret?" One blurted
out, "Whether there is a Heaven or a
hell." I said, "That is no secret." Again
the one said, "Did you ever read or hear
of any one who came from the other
world to tell us about t h e m ? " "Yes," I
said,' "have you not heard of H i m ? "
Looking at me as if I were out of my
senses, they said, "No, Who was H e ? "
I replied, "The Lord Jesus Christ., Who
came down from Heaven and has told us
all about Heaven and its blessedness, and
hell and its miseries."
Mr. Jack was right, there has been One
Who was in Heaven and came down to
tell. He has been in sheol and hades and
back again- from the place of the dead.
Said He to John, "I was dead but behold I am alive for evermore and have
the keys of hell and the grave." He went
there and took them away from the keepers of the underworld of the dead.
It is man who speaks of the journey
"from which none ever return," it is not
in the Bible. The Bible tells of One Who
has been there and back again. It is the
Lord Jesus Christ. Amen and Amen!

S

"Harmful things are not the only sinful
things; some good things may become sinful."
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RELIEF TRAINING PROGRAM
M. C. Lehman
After the prohibitory legislation of Congress last summer, making it impossible
to continue the training of relief workers
in Mennonite Colleges, it was difficult to devise any plan to continue such training.
According to the terms of the legislation,
giving such training would need to be done
while the men were working for government in their capacity as conscientious objectors drafted into Civilian Public Service.
Sending all the men back to the fourteen
different units from which they had come
to Goshen, would certainly make a continued program of training administratively and financially impossible.
It was decided to seek Government's permission to send the men to mental institutions where .they could continue to work as
required by C. P. S. regulations. Government was willing to allow this and further
to assign the men to as few institutions in
as restricted an area as practical in order
to facilitate adminisration.
Government
further graciously assigned these men to
institutions where some study and recitation in the way of relief training could be
possible after work hours as attendants in
the mental hospitals.
Those training for relief at Goshen last
summer together with a number more who
have been selected since have now been distributed as follows:
25 men—Ypsilanti State Hospital, Ypsilanti, Michigan.
15 women—Ypsilanti State
Hospital,
Ypsilanti, Michigan.
25 men—Florida Health and Sanitation
Unit,'~Mulberry, Florida.
6 men—Alexian Brothers Hospital, Chicago, 111.
9 men—Duke University Hospital, Durham, North Carolina.
20 men—State Hospital for Mental Diseases, Howard, Rhode Island.
The fifteen women working and training at Ypsilanti are, of course, not Civilian
Public Service assignees but volunteers
training for relief service. More men are
to be added to this complement raising, the
number to about two hundred. Not all of
these may be appointed for foreign service
but the group will be a nucleus from which
appointments will be made. A definite
effort will be made to send as many as
possible of these into relief service of some
kind. Choice has already been carefully
made in selecting for training. Two additional units for men may also be allowed
by Government, where some of our candidates for service will get special training
in the care of milch cattle as a part of relief work.
The question as to minimum school requirements for relief service has been frequently askd. It is of course desirable that
workers have high school and preferably
college training but there are candidates
of ability and Christian character who fit
into certain parts of relief work and who
have had neither of the above school advantages. Such will not be rejected if they
volunteer. In fact some such may be sought
for.
The hours of work as hospital attendants
are usually eight hours per day. This allows
time for study and recitation after work
hours which usually end at 5:00 p. m. With
this much time free from hospital duty
about three hours of work in study and/or
recitation is possible each evening after
work.

The material to be covered in the training taken by candidates is as follows.
About one third of the time, or a semester
2 hours course, is to be given to special
Mennonite concerns comprising, (1) relief
methods, (2) Mennonite faith and heritage,
(3) Mennonite principles of reilef, (4)
Christian life and witness.
The second third of the time, also the
equivalent of a two-hour semester course,
is to be devoted to a study of the cultural
patterns of the area abroad where the
candidate has volunteered to work.
The
Mennonite Central Committee has chosen,
Central Europe, China, Paraguay, and the
Near East as the four areas where it pro-

My Prayer
Author

Unknown

Let me not die, before I've done for Thee,
My earthly work, whatever it may be;
Call me not home, with mission
unfulfilled,
Let me not leave my space of ground
untilled;
Impress this truth, upon me, that not one
Can do my portion, that I leave undone;
For each one in Thy vineyard hath a spot,
To labor in, for life, and weary not.
Then give me strength, ail-faithfully,
to
toil,
Converting barren earth to fruitful soil.
I long to be an instrument of Thine,
To gather worshippers unto Thy Shrine.
To be the means, one human soul to save,
From the dark terrors of a hopeless
grave.
But most, I want a spirit of content,
To ivork wherer Thou wilVst my labor
spent.
Whether at home, or in a stranger clime;
In days of joy, or sorrows' sterner time.
t want a spirit passive—to lie still,
And by Thy power, to do Thy Holy
Will.
And when the prayer unto my lips doth
rise,
Before a new home doth my soul
surprise,
Let me accomplish some great work for
Thee;
"Subdue me, Lord," let my petition be.
0! make me useful in this world of Thine,
In ways according to Thy Will, Not
mine;
Let me not leave my space of ground untilled,
Call me not home, with mission unfulfilled,
Let me not die, before I've done for Thee,
My earthly work, whatever it may be.
. .Selected by Iva C. Herr.—Some
poetry
I found and read when a young girl at
home, and have made a life-long
prayer.
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poses to operate. Thus a Volunteer for
Central Europe would study the soil, climate, Government organization, educational
system, transportation systems, agriculture
and general culture of that area. A third
division of the material would take in a
study of the language or languages where
a candidate will work. Courses in Spanish,
Chinese, French, German and Russian are
now being given in different training
units.
Courses in mental hygiene are available
in all of these institutions. These are
usually taught by experts on the staff of
the institution. Courses in nursing are
also available. Skills in handling the sanitation problems of refugee and other groups
are acquired in other units.
Brother Ernest Miller, President of Go„.shen College, has been chosen as director
of this training program. Brother Carl
Kreider has direct charge of the units in
Chicago and Ypsilanti and does some of the
teaching. Brother M. C. Lehman has a
similar connection with those at Howard,
Rhode Island, Mulberry, Florida, and Duke
University. Brother C. L. Graber is Director of Mennonite Relief and candidate
Secetary. This organization reports to an
advisory committee and to the Executive
committee of the Mennonite Central Committee and works under the direction of
Brother Orie Miller, its Executive Secretary.
It is the aim to make the witness of our
relief work one of thorough-going evangelism. A witness, if necessary, by suffering
for Christ is an integral part of the program. By this program of preparation and
service, may God though His Spirit lead
us to a better understanding of the spirit
and faith of our church fathers, and more
consistent living and service for Him and
His Church.

Testimony
(Continued from page 43)
panionship is concerned. During the long,
trying days of my husband's illness I often
wondered how I could go on. Then I would
give my burden to the Lord, and He always cared for me.
I am so thankful for the Brethren in
Christ Church. I never knew there was
such a church until the tent workers came
in 1919. For some time after the work
started here I was the only woman in
Kentucky who wore the bonnet and covering. Folks would stop on the street and
look at me. But as long as there was no
condemnation in my heart, why should I
care?
I want to give a word of appreciation in
closing, for our workers, especially Bro. and
Sr. Engle. They have been overburdened
much of the time, but never complain, and
never neglect opportunities for helping in
time of need. They have gone through
much hardship and opposition. But they
have not shunned to declare the whole
counsel of God. From the human viewpoint,
we scarcely see how they get all their work
done. Surely the Lord will reward them.
Please remember us in your prayers.
Your sister of like precious faith,
May Conover.
Sano Rt.
Columbia, Ky.
"Many people are on Salvation Train;
but a lot of them are traveling in the
sleeper."
"We know His will is always bestAnd gladly leave to Him the rest."
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2. / Would Examine My Personal Life.
If, with only three months to live, death
or the coming of the Lord, would present
no terrors, seeing that I have the assurance of a soul saved from sin and hell
through the blood of the Lamb, then with
such an assurance, I should feel it incumbent upon me to examine every part
of my personal life in order to discover
how I could amend my ways.
A. / would think of the habits I could
cast off.
Habits that waste time and money, that
are useless, without nobility and harmful
to the body, as well as dishonouring to the
Lord would be put in the place of death.
I would make these three months the
greatest period of sanctification ever experienced.
B. / would think of the debts I should
settle.
It brings dishonour upon the cause of
Christ when a Christian dies leaving behind dishonourable debts either to be cancelled by creditors or paid by friends.
Beloved, because we may die, or vanish,
at any moment, let us strive to have our
affairs in order, thus leaving behind a
good testimony.
C. / would think of the estrangements
I should repair. Three months to live!
Then- let me seek out those who have
wronged me. or whom I have grieved, and
put things right. Have I brothers and sisters, relatives, fellow-Christians, from
whom I am severed as the result of some
petty quarrel? Then, while my life lasts,
let me exhibit the forgiving spirit of
Calvary. I may die, or rise to meet my
Lord, to-morrow. What then? Let me
not delav to write the letter, or speak the
word, which will heal the breach.
D. / would think of the sunshine I could
scatter.
This man of forty years of age, with
only three months to live, tells us that in
such an allotted span he meant to extract
more pleasure out of life bv doing those
things one can do to help others.
And I would follow his example.
I
would examine my bank-book. and. after
knowing that I had made the best provision for my loved ones, which, of course,
is my first duty, according to Scripture—
"But if anv provide not for his own, and
especially for those of his own house, he
hath denied the faith, and is worse than
an infidel" (1 Tim. 5 : 8 ) . I would think
of all that I could do in three months to
bring blessing to a few poor, needy souls.
For if I had to see mv Lord in such a
time, it would please His heart to know
that I had sought to change my spare gold
into the current coin of loving-thought
and kindness.
I could not allow greed to characterise
my remaining days. If I take a greedy,
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mand of His.
If the time of my departure is at hand,
I would endeavour to fulfill every com[Concluded from last issue)
mand the Saviour enforces.
He told me to eat the bread and drink
miserly heart to Heaven with me, I shall
want to snatch the gold from off its shin- the wine as an act of loving remembrance,
ing streets, as it would pain me to see it until He comes. Well, if He is coming
for me by way of the grave, or via the
under my feet.
3. / Would Examine My Christian Life. clouds, let me grasp every convenient opIf I am a Christian as the result of a portunity of sitting at His table, thus redefinite transaction uniting me to Christ, membering His dying love.
He, the loving, sinless Lord went down
if accepted in the Beloved, and thereby
justified freely from all things, even such into Jordan's waters, and left me an exa stupendous work of grace does not nulli- ample that I should follow His steps.
fy m y physical dissolution.
If Christ Have I submitted myself to the waters of
tarries, I have to die, even as the worst baptism, as a symbol of identification with
Him in death, burial, and resurrection?
sinner upon earth has to die.
Being a Christian does not absolve me Then let me not forget the significance of
from death, unless, of course, my Lord such a holy rite. Have I not obeyed and
returns for me by way of the air. There- followed my Lord thus? Then let me not
fore, if as a Christian I have only three hesitate to obey, as I do not want to meet
months to live, let me determine to get the the baptised Christ with disobedience upon
utmost out of my spiritual privileges. Let my heart. Through His servant Paul, He
me redeem the time by filling up the pass- commands me to be filled with the Spirit.
ing hours with service bearing the stamp Only three months to live! Then, well
might I pray: "Oh, Lord! may they be
of the Divine.
A. / would make my life more prayer- months of Pentecostal fulness when out of
me there shall flow rivers of living water".
ful and holy.
D. / would seek to live calmly and
Three months to live! Then let me live
them in the presence of God, agonizing sweetly for God amid the duties and oblifor the deepening of my own spiritual gations of life. Our friend, who received
life, and for the development of the the physician's ultimatum regarding the
length of his sojourn here, remarked, " I
Master's image in all my ways.
Let me die to all self-pleasing, self- shall carry on with my work just as I
thought, and self-satisfaction—seeking a have done." What a noble resolution!
life radiant with the glory of my Lord. And such a courageous spirit must have
Let me live so close to Heaven that a enabled him to die well.
Something of this same devotion is
breath would waft me there.
B. / would be active, virile, and self- found in Wesley's life. A lady once asked
John Wesley, "Supposing that you knew
sacrificing in His cause.
that you were to die at twelve o'clock toNumbering my days, I would apply my
morrow night, how would you spend the
heart unto heavenly wisdom, even unto the
intervening t i m e ? "
wisdom of winning souls.
Loved ones
"How, m a d a m !" he replied, "Why. just"
are still unsaved—children, parents, relaas I intend to spend it now. I should
tions, and friends are still outside the fold.
preach this evening at Gloucester, and
My lips will soon be silent! The grave,
again at five to-morrow morning; after
or my translation, will close my testimony!
that I should ride to Tewkesbury, preach
Therefore, let me rescue the perishing, and
in the afternoon, and meet the societies
care for the dying, by warning them with
in the evening. I should then repair to
tears, to seek the Lord while He may be
friend Martin's house, who expects to enfound.
tertain me, converse and pray with the
C. / would be obedient to every comfamily, as usual, retire to my room at ten
o'clock, commend myself to my heavenly
Father, lie down to rest, and wake up in
Hands
glory."
Vincent Shannon
Friends, we may have a shorter time
than three months to live. But. whether
One night he stood at the justice bar,
the period be short or long, let us not
His fate in the HANDS O F A JUDGE.
moan or despair, especially if we have any
Sentenced to death in the electric chair,
intuition regarding our end. Let us face
For taking a life with a grudge.
the duties and obligations of home, the
difficulties
and cares of business, the moTonight he walked the last long mile.
notonous tasks of our daily toil, with
With a little sadistic band
brave, believing hearts.
Who came to witness a wayward youth,
If you are saved by grace, all is well!
Rubbed out by an UNSEEN HAND.
For when our last night comes, we can
lay ourselves down upon our beds for a
Tomorrow they'll carry his body away,
peaceful sleep, and wake up in the land
And plant it under the sod,
where the roses never fade, where there
His flesh and bones return to clay,
is no disease, and no death.—Revelation.
But his soul to the HANDS O F GOD.

THRPE M O N T H S TO LIVE
Herbert Lockyer
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"CHRIST-OUR EVILMERODACH "
Roy Judson Wilkins
N Jeremiah 52:31-34 we read how EvilIJehoiachin,
merodach, king of Babylon, brought
king of Judah, forth from
prison. He spake kindly unto him, exalted
him to a high and honorable position
again, and besides all that, changed his
prison garments and put him on a wholesome, satisfying diet for the remainder of
his life.
In these Scriptures, one can get a faint
glimpse of what the Lord Jesus Christ, our
coming King, has done for us. First, He
has brought us forth from Satan's prison—
the filthy, gloomy prison of sin. Thanks
be unto God for the Son of His love who
alone has the power and authority to unlock the doors of this awful dungeon of
the devil and set us free! "And ye shall
know the truth, and the truth shall make
you FREE." John 8:32. "If the Son
therefore shall make you FREE, ye shall
be FREE indeed." John 8:36.
"Being
then made FREE from sin, ye became the
servants of righteousness." Romans 6:18.
"Stand fast therefore in the liberty
wherewith Christ hath made us FREE."
Galatians 5 : 1 .
Second, our King has spoken kindly
unto us—unto all, in fact. "Come unto
Me,v all ye that labour and are heavy
laden, and I will give you' rest. Take my
yoke upon you, and learn of M e ; for I
am meek and lowly in heart: and ye shall
find rest unto your souls. For my yoke is
easy, and my burden is light." Matthew
11:28-30. What kindly words!
Third, because we have been willing to
accept this gracious invitation, because
we have been willing to humble ourselves
before God as lost sinners our King has
promised to ' exalt us.
"Humble yourselves therefore under the mighty hand of
God, that He may exalt you in due time."
1 Peter 5:6. "Humble yourselves in the
sight of the Lord, and He shall lift you
u p . " James 4:10.
Fourth, we too, like Jehoiachin, have
had a change of garments. His prison
rags were substituted for the royal apparel of a ruler. When we came to Christ,
shamefully clad in our rags of self righteousness, (see Isaiah 64:6) He gave us a
change of garments too, praise His name!
Wouldn't you think that every lost sinner
would "jump at the chance" to take advantage of such an exchange as God offers
to all? But, somehow, many refuse to
discard their self-righteous rags of filthiness and don the spotless robe of His
righteousness—the righteousness of Christ,
the only kind of righteousness that will
avail. "But put ye on the Lord Jesus
Christ." Romans 13:14. He alone is our
righteousness. "For they being ignorant
of God's righteousness, and going about
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to establish their own righteousness, have
not submitted themselves unto the righteousness of God." Romans 10:3. "For
with the heart man believeth unto righteousness, and with the mouth confession
is made unto salvation." Romans 10:10.
Fifth, we too can avail ourselves of a
continual diet—spiritually speaking. "My
Father giveth you the true bread from
Heaven. For the bread of God is He
which cometh down from Heaven, a n d j
giveth life unto the world.
Then said
they unto Him, Lord, evermore give us
this bread. And Jesus said unto them, I
am the Bread of life: he that cometh to
Me shall never hunger; and he that believeth on Me shall never thirst." John
6:22-35. Read also from the same chapter verses 48 through 58. Christ is the
Bread of Life, abundantly able to satisfy
the hunger in every human heart. "He
that eateth of this Bread shall live forever." John 6:58. The natural diet that
Jehoiachin partook of was good; but the
spiritual diet that we are invited to feast
on and enjoy is far, far better! His diet,
consisting of temporal things only, kept
him alive for a time. But if we continually feast on the Bread of Life we shall
never die!
Yes, we may be certain that Jehoiachin,
who had been bound in captivity for
thirty-seven long, weary years, never could
thank his friend, the good king Evilmerodach, enough for all he had done for him.
And can we ever render enough praises

To The Enemy Of Man
Fannie E. Davidson
How quickly thou canst come, oh death,
To snatch the soul of man;
Today ive may be in good health,
Enjoy the things of earthly wealth,
Attend to duties ours to master,
Not thinking that a lurking monster,
Is close behind and lias no pity,
For rich or poor, no thought of mercy;
Ere since the fall of man,
How quickly thou canst come, oh death,
To snatch the soul of man.
Our life is but a little breath,
That flutters and is gone,
But that short time decides our fate,
When we must pass out through the gate.
Into that vast unknown
forever;
But if we know the gentle Saviour,
Have been redeemed
with blood
so
precious,
And known His love, so kind and gracious.
When this short life is gone,
What matters life is but a breath
That flutters and is gone.
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of gladness and thanksgiving unto our
wonderful Friend, Jesus Christ? If Jehoiachin appreciated the loving kindness of
the king, (and we may be sure he did)
certainly he expressed his appreciation in
every way he could. Likewise, if we really appreciate all that our King has done
for us in the past, is doing for us now,
and will do for us in the future, will we
not fall at His feet, and in heartfelt humility offer up our praise to Him—continually? Surely that is the least that we can
do to show our gratitude to Jesus Christ—
our Evilmerodach!

A Busy Man And His Bible
vigor of our spiritual life will be in
TtheHEWord
exact proportion to the place held by
in our life and thoughts. I can
solemnly state this from the experience of
fifty-four years. Though engaged in the
ministry of the Word, I neglected for four
years the consecutive reading of the Bible.
I was a babe in knowledge and in grace.
I made no progress; I neglected God's
own appointed means for nourishing the
divine life.
But I was led to see that the Holy Spirit
is the instructor, and the Word the medium
by which He teaches.
Spending three
hours on my knees, I made such progress
that I learned more in those three hours
than in years before. In July 1829, I began this plan of reading from the Old
and New Testaments.
I have read, since then, the Bible
through one hundred times, and each time
with increasing delight. When I begin it
afresh it always seems like a new book. I
cannot tell how great has been the blessing from consecutive, diligent, daily study.
I look upon it as a lost day when I have
not had a good time over the Word of
God.
Friends often say to me, "Oh, I have
so much to do, so many people to see, I
cannot find time for Scripture study."
There are not many who have had more to
do than I have had. For more than half
a century I have never known one day
when I had not more business than I
could get through. For forty years I
have had annually about thirty thousand
letters, and most of them have passed
through my own hand. I have nine asasitants always at work, corresponding in
German, French, English, Italian, Russian,
and other languages. A pastor of a church
with twelve hundred believers, great has
been my care; and, besides these, the
charge of five immense orphanages, a vast
work; and also my publishing depot, the
printing and circulating of millions of
tracts and books; but I have always made
it a rule never to begin work till I have
had a good season with God, and then
throw myself with all my heart into His
work for the day, with only a few" minutes
interval for prayer.—George Miller.

